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Students protest against Fowler Review benefit cuts
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Students march on the Scottish Office. Photo by Phil Rose.

A fu neralprocession of 300 students bearing a coffin filled
with crumpled DHSS forms silently trooping down to the Scot·
tish Office last Wednesday. The march was part of two days of
protest against Government proposals tocut grants and students' entitlement to social security benefits. At the same time
another group of Edinburgh University students were occupy·
ing offices of the Institute of Directors in Edinburgh's West
End. Previously, a meeting held in the McEwan Hall and.
addressed by trade unionists, politicians and EU Rector

Archie MacPhersoit had spelled out the likely effects of the
cuts.
On Wednesday night NUS-organised college occupations
took place all over Scotland, while on Thursday students from
all over Edinburgh demonstrated outside the Scottish Educa·
tion Department headquarters in the Haymarket.
Meanwhile yesterday saw a massive national student
demonstration in Central London.
Full details and more pictures, page 2.
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GM supports miners, Palestine,
Assembly and printers
by Xaio·Shu Meng and
Jane Burgermeister

On Monday night, in
George Square Theatre, the
Students' Association's third
General Meeting this year
passed four motions and
rejected a fifth on AIDS. The
motions passed deal with the
issue of victimised miners; the ·
News International dispute;
the Campaign for a Scottish
Assembly; and academic freedom in palestine. However,
the meeting was inquorate,
with an attendance of only
120: the motions passed ar.e
tlierefore not binding on the
Assocfation.
Asked to comment on the spirited meeting, Mike Devlin, the
President of the Students' Association, said that despite haggling
'he had been pleased with. the
debates, whicl{he called "reasonable" and "sensible".
In an apt start' to
evening
· which was to be filled with ~ •

an

the first motion, calling for the
reinstatement of those sacked by the
National Coal Board during the
niiners' strike a year ago was chal·

Victimised
Miners
lenged by several si>eakers.
Don McCorquodale, a member
of the Scottish Nationalists , and the
proposer of the motion, claimed
that most of the hundreds of miners
sacked were guilty of minor
offences only. He condemned
"making the miners, who had done
nothing more than defend their
job, redundant by throwing them
on the scrap heap''. Mr McCorquodale believed that the NCB is
"deliberately vi4timising National
Union of Mineworkers' officials in
order to weaken the union.
ln opposition to the motion,
Andrew Gray, of the Revolutionary Communist Party, argued that
all sacked miners, regardless of the
offences ·they committed, should
get their jobs back. "Too mucli
faith," according to Mr Gray, "is

put into industrial tribunals." He
dismissed such tribunals as being
mere "organs of the state".
In summing up the case for the
motion , however, the proponents
felt that such an unqualified
amnesty would. weaken the position of those who were truly innocent and that instead they should
be fighting for " natural justice".
After a sligbt delay in which a
proposal for a secret ballot was
rejected, the motion was passed
inquorately by 93 votes to IO, with.
22 abstentions!

first. The amendment called foir
this deletion of the original
motion and its replacement by
one resolving to twin EUSA not.
only to Bir Zeit but also to the
Israeli-linked Haifa University.
Seeing the "Palestinian problem " as essentially one of fearnnd
mistrust between two peoples ,
Tom Reid. EUSA 's Debates Convener, felt that no action would be
as constructive as the promotion
of a dialogue bbetween Arabs and
Jews .
This viewpoint was rejeced by
jenny Glynn and Nada el-Yassir,
proposers or the original morion . .
Nada el-Yassir saw the amendment as simply glossing over the
The second motion called for real issue of academic freedom
EUSA to support the PalfStinian and the fact that Palestinian stustudents' rights of academic free- dents d not enjoy it. She said that
disproportionately
small
dom, by affiliating with the Pales- a
tiniim University of Bir Zeit, on number of Arabs have access to
the west Bank and by pressing for Ulnviersities, pointing out in
scholarships to be made available addition, that all higher education
. institutes are under military order
to Palestinian students.
An amendmeni to this motion , and subject to closure if. for
propos
on Litrack o{ example, students strike. FurtherEdi
rsity's Jewish more , teachers have to apply for
soc·
ver , debated
continued on page 3 ·
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•Scottish office demo• SED protest• Events elsewhere• Mass Meeting• Select occupation

Two days of student action
'

"To them that hath, shall be
given. And to them that hath not
tough' luck." This, according to
Councillor Alistair. Darling, is Mrs
Thatcher's motto and it is against
this background that the govern·
ment's attacks on the social sec·
urity system should be seen.
Councillor Darling was the first
of four speakers present at a meet·
ing held in the McEwan Hall last·
Wednesday to launch two days of
student action against the Fowler
Review and continued cuts in the
level of the student grant
The meeting was attended by
app~oximately 300 students and
was followed by two separate
actions - a silent march to the

Scottish Office and the occupa·
tion of an office used by the Insti·
tute of Directors, by a group of20
Edinburgh University students.
All four speakers at the meeting attacked Mrs Thatcher's
insensitivity towards poorer sections of society. "The Tories have
demQ11strated that they do not
believe in the social security system and have no sympathy for
people who rely on it," said Councillor Darling.
Jim Sillars, ex-Labour MP and
first year law student at Edinburgh University, saw the effects
of Mrs Thatcher's cuts on education on a world scale: "If we cut
back on knowledge and wisdom,

Devlin, Sillars, MacPherson and darling on the platform at the McEwan
Hall meeting on Wednesday.
Photo by 1 1. ...,.,

National anti~
F0 w Ier ca:mp a1gn
Last week saw the beginning of
the 'Say no to Fowler' campaign
launched by students all over the
country. Support varied enormously, as Student investigated.

In support of the nationwide
campaign, Strathclyde University
launched an "imaginallve" stunt.
According to government calculations a student only needs £15.80
per week for accommodation. In
the Glasgow area weekly rent is in
excess of £25 thus making students dependent on Housing
Benefit which the government has
proposed to abolish. Students visited flat agencies throughout the
city but failed to find accommodation for £15.80. They branded
themselves as " homeless" and
sought refuge in the chaplaincy
where they spent the night:
Support at Glasgow University
has been phenomenal. Action
began in January with one occu. pation of the University Towerthe highest point in the city - to
draw attention to the forthcoming
demo which was the first of its
kind in Scotland. 1200 letters have
been sent to MPs all over Scotland
and, says President Austin Lally
"We are only half way through."

then in its place comes ignorance
and that is the greatest danger to
world stability and world peace ,"
he said. He went on: "Nothing has
ever come out of ignorance except
inhumanity, brutality and the
degradation of mankind."
Alistair Nicolson, a representative from the Society of Civil and
Public Servants (SCPS), said that
the social security system was in
need of a review but he rejected
Norman Fowler's approach.
He called instead for "a system
that does away with poverty, a
system that does away with means
testing, and a system that gies
people benefits as a right" .
Archie MacPherson , Rector of
Edinburgh University, said that it
had concerned him to see the
effects of the insensitive policies
of this government on education.
He criticised the government's
promises of tax cuts at a time
when they needed to spend more
money on education and the welfare system even if this did mean
people having to pay more in taxation .
All four speakers received
generous applause from the
appreciative audience. The quality of the speeches was reflected
by the large number of people
who , after the meeting, also took
part in the march to the Scottish
Office.
Guy Fisher

While most of the people who
had attended the meeting in the
McEwan Hall last Wednesday .
were marching on the Scottish
office a group of 20 students led by
EUSA Secretary Robbie Foy made
their~way to the office of the Institute of Directors in Randolph
Crescent, for a planned one hour
occupation.
The Institute of Directors was
chosen for the occupation because
of its involvement in the drawing
up of the Fowler Review. Mem-1
bers cif the Institute sat on the
Review Committee and put forward a wide range of submissions
themselves to the Green paper on
Social Security. They have made
it known that they felt that the
Green Paper did not go far
enough to 'privatise' Social Secmity and to cut public expenditure on benefits.
During the 20 minutes it took
for the police to arrive, Mr Hardy,
a member of the Institute who was
working in the office which the
students were occupying, asked
what the protest was about and
why his office had been chosen.
He did listen to points raised by
the students, but seemed unaware
of the hardships many students
face.
Mr Hardy apparently did not
realise that the level of grant each
student receives depends on the

'

Foy in the bands of the Law
·
Photo bv Craig McNicol.
income of his or her parents - the
very basis of the present system.
Nor did he seem to realise that
'going out and getting a summer
job' was very difficult with over
31/2 million unemployed, and
impossible for many students who
have to study during the summer.
The occupation ended shortly
after police arrived. Thre were no
arrests but two Student photographers who were present had
their names taken.
Guy Fisher

Scottish Office protest

Last Wednesday' a colTm filled
with crumpled Housing Benefit
forms was carried through Edin·
the media. "It i51important to get burgh by six bearers wearing
the general pu\Jlic interested," black arm-bands. It was followed
concluded the President.
byasilentcortegeofstudents. The
However, public opin10n of coffin was taken from the McEwan
Glasgow students took a dive last Hall where it had lain in state
Thursday when ten people were throughout the various speeches
arrested during trouble at a stu- and tributes offered up by those
dent demonstration in the city concerned by the plight of student
centre.
finances. From here a long proces·
sion of students wound its way
St. Andrew's, like Edinburgh, down the Mound and along
is not part of the NUS but has Princes Street Gardens to the Scotbeen staging its own campaign tish Office.
since last term. A protest march
The coffin procession received
and a letter campaign to MPs and much public support and symSir Keith Joseph met with geat pathy, and during its final stages
success. Over the Easter holidays was graced by a police escort. On
a scheme encouraging students' arriving at the Scottish Office stuparents to write to MPs will be
launched. Next term the Students'
Association plans to run a campaign in collaboration with their
local AJJT.

dents were ' asked to keep a
respectful distance and only the
two lead mourners, Iain Catto and
Donald Pollock , were able to
accompany the pall-bearers to the
hallowed steps and front door.
Intrigued spectators watched the
ensuing ceremony from the windows of the Scottish Office. In
~act , the ceremony was not fam1l1ar to many of the mourners the.mselves .. Most were expecting
something rather more spectacuJar. Some had eve~ ho~ed for an
impromptu crema.t1on in the car
park. How~ver, this was not to be,
for the coffin had to be returned to
the Bedlam, and the lead mourners did not wish to incur any litter
fines . Instead the coffin was
quietly taken back to the Univer-

sit; and presum<1bly to its usual
niche in the prbps cupboard.
The procession was not, however, devoid of meaning. It was
intended as a publicity stunt and
as such it succeeded. The coffin
was seen by a large number of the
public as it was carried to the Scottish Office. The event also
received a large amount of media
coverage, including an STY news
report , and was accompanied by a
respectable number of photographers and cameramen. The
procession also succeeded in
demonstrating student feeli ng on
the proposed social security "reforms " without alienating the genera! public.
Isabel Campbell

1,000 in Hay:rnarket demo

Police interest was aroused at
Stirling University last wednesday
after students broke into the Coltrel Building and occupied it over.
Wednesday
night.
Student
AsssociatJon President, Val Hendry , said the public had responded
very sympathetically when students distributed leaflets in the
streets.

Meanwhile last Wednesday ,
Six members of their SRC went Aberdeen staged a mass meeting
to the House of Commons earlier - condemning government cuts.
in February to lobby MPs includ- This was followed by a 24 hour
ing their local one Roy Jenkins, occupation during which educawho was also lobbied at his home tion debates, and discos were
two weeks ago. Gifts of cash have held , and 350 personal letters
bewen given by trade unions and written to MPs. · On Thursday
students to support advertising about 600 students joined in a
which Lally considers to be an rally with other colleges, and a
important part of the campaign. delegation of students is to be sent
"We need as much publicity as to London.
possible," he said and in fact their
Prue Jeffreys
action has been widely covered by
Linda Davies

Students stage a sit-dopwn protest on Princes Street.
A short train journey from
Waverley Station brought 150-200
Edinburgh and Heriot-Watt students to the mass rally outside the
SED offices at Haymarket last
Thursday. They joined around
1,000 other students Crom colleges
throughout the area.
The rally was organisi:d !)y the

j•;".1 " in F!u1

j/ 11 ,t•.

National Union of Students as the
climax to their two days of protest
over the Fowler Review of social
security ' benefits and entitlements.
Students brought the traffic
outside the offices to a standstill
and handed over mock cheques

symbolising the fact that many
students will lose up to £800 a year
as a result of these proposals.
Students then marched on to
the Scottish Tory headquarters m
Chester Street where a delegauon
led by Lynne Henderson (NUS
representative) was eventually
admitted after ten minutes o!
noisy demonstrations.
The marchers then descended
on Princes Street accompanied by
a noticeable police presence,
where traffic was once again
ously disrupted.
Leaflets were handed out to
pedestrians and motorists exp·
lairiing the reasons for the
demonstration. They rally th.en
progressed to the Scottish Office
where another delegation was
admitte9.
Guy Fisher and
Anne Marie Middleton

Low numbers, good debate
• continued from page I
permits, books are censored and
arrests of active students are frequent.
The amendment was defeated
by 59 votes to 51 , and the original
motion· passed without further
debate , since it was felt that most
of the a rguments had already
been presented anyway.

Anyone watching STY after
last Wed nesday's anti-Fow ler
demonstrations will have een Science Faculty Convener Paul
Davies being interviewed o n the
news about the EUSA campaign.
Was choosing Davies for the
interview a good idea? After all, if
the Government gets the idea that
all student s are like him , they will
probably axe our grants compl<:_tely!

Scottish
Assembly
The third motion, resolving to
support the Campaign for a Scottish Assembly by means of EUSA
affiliating to it a lsomet with a
direct negative but was also passed, albeit inquorately.
David Young , the proposer of
the motion, said that it was now
seven years since the Scottish
people voted in favour of an
Assembly , a nd that a recent opinion poll showed a majority of73%
in favo ur of constitutional change.
He pointed out that the Conservatives were supported by only
14% of Scots, adding that he was
glad of this in the light of the "appalling" record of the government , which had led to one in four
people in Scotland suffering poverty and an equal proportion in
sub-standard housing.
A Scottish Assembly was seen
by David Young as essential in
reviving the country's economic
fortunes, as well as being the only
truly democratic course.
Finally, the breadth of support
for a Scottish Assembly was stressed , with backing from the
Labour, Liberal and Social
Democratic parties and from the
Scottish TUC, the Scottish
Churches and the National Union
of Stude nts.

Murdoch
dispute

Foy, elwin, and Devlin demonstrate how to be a sabbatical -see no evil , speak no evil , hear no evil.

"Wapping is about the industrial relations of tomorrow," said
lain Cameron of the fourth
motion, which was carried by an
overwhelming majority.

Though Claire McLintock a
third year medical student in
speaking against the motion,
agreed with the se ntiment expressed, she felt that the motion would
The last motion, advocating that be more effective if it mandated
Referring to the current indust- the AIDS scare is part of the cam- the EUSA to provide facts and
rial dispute between Rupert Mur- paign by the Establishment to dis- information about AIDS . Sh e
doch, owner of news Interna- criminate against the gay com- accused the RCP of "investing in
tional and the print Union munity and provide Victorian val- propaganda ."
SOGA T '82, the motion man- ues, was defeated by a wide marThis idea was taken up by Paul
dated EUSA to boycott all News gin.
Greatrix, who argued that "the
International Titles, including
It provoked some heated RCP have hij acked the issue of
The Times and The Sun from the debate between the Revolutio- AIDS to sell their political views. "
Unions and sale in Union shops.
nary Communist party (RCP) Another speaker said that AIDS
Speaking for the motion , Iain proposers for the motion , and has neither class nor sectarian
Cameron, business director, of those challenging it.
boundaries and is therefore
the Student Publications Board ,
The guest speaker, on behalf of "apolitical".
made it clear that "Wapping did ' the motion , Dr Jenny Graham,
In defence of the motion , its
not come about by the print spoke of the manner in which originalproposer, Ivan Vemunions' resistance to technology. " , AIDS benefits the Establishment . ilianin pointed out that the RCP
Instead; he argued that before by allowing it to whip up a moral has been the only organisation
thedispute started, the union had panic that is more interested in who have consistently fought
decided to accept the inevitability "stirring up hostility against the against the moral panics camof new technology and were wil- right of gays," than in finding a paign. He saidthat "the Governling to accept 2,000 job losses to cure for it. She therefore urged ment is using scares like
transfer to Wapping. Murdoch 's EUSA to buy 100 copies of Mora/- hooliganism , child-battering and
"obsession with profit , Mr Came- Panics and Victorian Values, in abortion to create panics in order
ron claimed, lead him to take order to arm EU students, with to get people back to the family
and accept cuts in welfare and
away the live lihood of 5,000 the arguments needed to fight
people.
social security"
these panics.
0

''Political"
AIDS

· fh e formation of " Drinkwatch;rs" is like ly to come as a nasty
·shock to those who consider the
conclusion to a successful evening
to be staggering home in a state of
semi-consciousness. One person
partial to this form of entertainment is the Tory Club's Mike Conway , but he may be too far gone
for "Drinkwatchers" to help. He
is already showing the telltale sign
of a compulsive drinker , that of
brain deterioration , as it is
rumoured that he will be standing
for an SRC post as an official Conservative candidate in May . How-.
·ever, I dispute the validity of this
rumour , as the occasions when
Conway is sober enough to stand
are few and far, between .
Following all the fuss about
girls being "On Top at The Pleasance", a certain girl may well be
"underneath at the Pleasance" in
the near future. Transition convener Babs Mackay and Societies
Convener Don McCorquodale
were spotted indulging in fairly
advanced biological manoeuvres
last week. Was this an attempt by
McCorquodale to revive the now
defunct Physiological Society?
The Slug

Lecturer in controversy
leave tbe party, Mr Scott's wife Confrontatio n ," Dr Norman said .
approached them and started an "It indicated to me that the conargument , in which she was "ex- frontation in respect of myself was
tremely abusive".
However, one that had not occurred accialthough Mrs Scott started the dentally but doubtless had been
confrontation, it was Mr Scott's planned during the course of the
intervention that led to violence , evening. For that reason , I comDr Norman said:
plained to the University."
"Mr Scott became abusive, and
in fact attacked me. He grabbed
Student has tried to contact Mr
hold of my hand , and tried to Scott several times during the past
shred the glove off my hand, while week , but he has been unavailable
.T he charge was made in the . making obscene remarks about for comment due to a bad attack
form of a written complaint from
the fact that I did not look like a of asthma which has kept him off
the businessman, Dr Albion Norwork.
~hinaman.
man, to the Principal of Edin·However, Mrs Coby Scott com·"He then began shoving me
burgh University, Dr John Burwhile he was trying to take the mented that the incident was "tonett. D r Burnett has ordered an
glove off, and in the process of . tally trivial" and that it had been
immediate investigation by the
doing sp caused my pipe to fall to "blown up out of all proportion."
university staff committee.
the ground which was then bro- She said that she thought the
Mr Scott was reinstated in ken. He then proceeded to try to reason for Dr Norman's comDecember
after
appealling stamp on the pipe and my wife's plaint was that she herself had had
against his suspension. At that hand while she was trying to pick an argument with him:
"It didn't come to fisticuffs or
time he was given·a
discipli- it up. It was only through good
nary warning, which cautioned fortune that he didn't break her anything physical. It was . . . an
argument , right. And as far as I
him against " aggressive and offen- ·fingers.
sive behaviour" against Univer" It was perilously close to fist can see that's it. Really, it's so trisity staff, students "or other per- swinging. Fortunately for us that vial, and it was my fault , it wasn't
my husband's. "
:ons".
didn't happen."
When asked whether she had
Dr Norman said that there were
The incident occurred at a party
organised by scholars from the at least six witnesses to the inci- been abusive to Dr and Mrs NorPeople's Republic of china to dent and that in addition, Mr man , Mrs Scott replied, "not at
celebrate the Chinese New Year Scoti had also precipated an inci- all." And to Dr Norman's claim
on February 8.
dent with a Chinese official earlier that Mr Scott had gral>bed his
glove, Mrs Scott retorted: "tliat's
Dr Norman told Student that as in the evening.
"The man is a bully and he likes absolute nonsense. He (Dr Norhe and his wife were aboui to

Mr John Scott, a lecturer in
the Chinese Department at
Edinburgh University, who
last year was temporarily suspended for 'serious misconduct' has been accused of
physically assaulting an
American businessman at a
recent -party held ii) the
department.

John Scott, the Lecturer at the centre of the controversy.
man) has exaggerated the whole
incident. "
Mr Scott was suspended last
September on a charge of 'serious
misconduct' , for being abusive to
a member of the Chinese
Embassy over the phone in April
last year, and for an iacident
involving the secretary of the
Chinese Department.
He was reinstated in December
after an appeal, but the appeal
panel unanimously concluded
that the decision to suspend him
was fully justified. and it recommended that he be given a severe
reprimand and a final warning.
Student has learned that this
final warning specifies that any
future misconduct on Mr Scott's
part "will result without further
warning in proceedings for your
dismissal from the service of the
University."
This
'future
misconduct'

includes "aggressive and offensive
behaviour against staff or students
of the University or other persons". ·•conduct which brings the
University orthe Department of
Chinese into disrepute", and
"conduct which is in any other
way materially unacceptable to
the University. "
However, Mr Scott's suspension for the whole of last term has
had serious effects on the tuition
of students in the Chinese Department , it has been claimed .
With Mr Scott's position now ·
uncertain once more, third and
final year students in the department are seriously worried about
their own futures . Some have considered demanding that the University pays them for an extra year
of study to make up for what they
have missed , while others have
even thought of leaving the University altogether.
Alastair Dalton
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BBC move to
Glasgow

More flats planned
Edinburgh University _is to add
to its stock of student flats in time
for the start of the next academic.
year, following the announcement last week of a new development in the Sciennes area of the
city.
In co-operation with the Scottish Development Agency and the
Peaston Group , a company which
specialises in property developm'e nt, the University will have ad
additional 28 flats and six "town
.houses" for allocation to students
this September.
On the site of an old factory arid
amidst a mixture of houses and
·industrial units , the complex will
include flats for four , five or six
people, each in single rooms with
a common bathroom and kitchen/
living room . The six "town
houses" will each cater for slightly
larger numbers of people on a
similar basis to the flats.
Under the scheme, the University will take a 20-year lease on the
completed project rather than
purchasing the flats outright.
which would prove too costly. The
University already leases flats
such as those in Nicolson Street
which are held under a 15-year
lease from the Crown Estates.

Heriot-Watt Students' Associagainst these prop9sals. Peti tions
tion has recently passed a motion sent.t? the general public, to unito oppose the BBC's plans to vers1l!es and institutions, have
move the News and Current revealed massive support for the
Affairs departments ofBBC Scot- continued presence of BBC Scot:
land from Edinburgh to Glasgow. land News in Edinburgh.
The Association has sent petitions
Owen Dudley E~wards, of
to all heads of department urging Edinburgh University, strongly
them to write to the governors of condemns the move. He sees it as
the BBC expressing their opposition to the proposals .
The
motion
was
first
announced last year. According
to BBC figures , the move will
result in a saving of £ l/4m per
annum. However , the BBC in
Edinburgh has received no statisThe site of the new sAS flats in Sciennes.
tics to confirm these figures.
photo by Tony Rr7berts
Moreover they cannot accept that
groups for flats for next year. As Sciennesflats have been taken into the moves makes economic sense
when the BBC plan to spend £4m
yet the Director of Accommoda- account.
tion , Mr Alexander Stewart, is
The University wants , in the to carry it out.
In Edinburgh , the BBC is
unsure how many flats there will long run, to be able to house 40
be to o.ffer to students, but one per cent of students in University- annoyed by the proposed move to
thing is certain, "We won 't be able owned accommodation. At pre- Glasgow. They feel that it will
to satisfy the demand ," he says.
sent the figure is just over 30 per lead to a more Glasgow-orienUntil existing tenants declare cent, although over 40 per cent of tated news programme, which
their intentions, and property students are in accommodation will reduce Edinburgh's standing The BBC, Queen Street
in the world of broadcasting. Jn
owners, for whom the University which the University controls.
photo by Tony Roberts
acts as a leasing agent, indicate a
As a result, the University is addition they fee l that the radio
desire to continue with the pre- keen to talk to any other develop- news may well be overwhelmed
the disruption and dostruction of
by the existing TV network in
sent arrangements, no figures can
one of the oldest and most effecThe Student Accommodation be finalised. At the moment the ers prepared to put forward an Glasgow.
tive radio stations in the country.
idea
similar
to
the
current
project
.Service this year has received over shortfall in flats is estimated a t
In a comment to Student, he called
Negotiations are currently
in
Sciennes.
600 applications from different between 70 and 80, once the_ new
it "a wonderful example of a govMichael Moore underway with the BBC, but as
yet there is no completion date in
ernment that calls itself con-servasight. In Edinburgh , BBC Scottive butchering something worth
conserving".
land has launched a campaign
Sally Burlton

EUSA

New Amnesty

responds campaign launched Going· · .gone
£or AfrJ•ca
to Loans
SCh eme
.

The Students' Association , in a
report to the University's corporate body, the Court, sets out the
reasons for its opposition to the
replacement of the current system
of student support with a loans
scheme.
Based on the experiences of
Denmark , Sweden, Canada and
the USA , the Loans System, the
Students' Association asserted,
would
"discriminate against
potential studets from low income
groups in society." This situation
would be further exacerbated by
the anticipated problems of
graduate unemployment which
would make the repayment of a
loan a considerable financial
handicap.
There is the additional worry,
the Students' Association, feel ,
that courses leading to well paid
employment would be preferred
to those which gave academic
satisfaction, with the Arts Faculty
particularly suffering as a result.
There is also the likelihood,
according to the Students' Association, that prospective students
will opt for further and hence less
expensive courses. This would
work to the detriment of the Scottish Universities, if was asserted .
since fewer English, Welsh and
Irish students would be attracted
north of the border, to do a four
year, rather than three year
course.
Further education, would also,
the report stated, be less attractive in general to those women
wanting to start families after
graduating since they would be
forced to seek continuous
employment.
Michael Burgenneister

Launchinganewcampaignthis
week, Edinburgh University's
Amnesty International Group are
campaigning actively for the
release of Yugoslavian activist
Shaban Isufi .
A member of the Albanian
ethnic minority in Yugoslavia ,
Shaban has already been imprisoned for three years because he
holds views contrary to those of
his parent government.
Speaking to Student , Amnesty
Prison Co-ordinator Susan McLaren explained that a specific campaign to secure his release is being
mobilised. Stalls are being set up

inTeviotandPotterrowthisweek
where students can sign petitions
in an attempt, to help secure his
release.
Susan explained about Shaban
Isufi 'sa llegedcrimes . "He gave 17
copies of a magazine, Liria, to his
nephew, and painted slogans on a
road. This earned him six years'
imprisonment. His views could
roughly be compared to those of
the SNP. Imagine , for a moment ,
the sort of sentence that would be
meted out to Margo MacDonald
under such a regime! "
Devin Scobie

Three undergraduates from
University
have
Edinburgh
organised an auction of contemporary art in aid of famine relief in
East Africa. The three students
Cha~les Booth-Clibborn , Jay
Jopling and Greville Worthington , have named their new
charity ·'Trust for Long-term
Development in East Africa ".
Christie's have described the
a.uaion as the " largest and most
s1gmf1cant charitable sale of contemporary art". The collection of
paintings has been entitled "New

KB elections cancelled
The elections for office-bearers
on the KB Union House Committee, due to be held this week, have
had to be cancelled due to lack of
interest.
Despite extensive publicity
around KB campus, only three
people stood for the three Executive positions so they were elected
unopposed.
Next year's KBU President will
be Marion McKie , House Convener on the present committee
and a second year postgraduate
chemist. A second year chemical
physicist, Dieter Furweger, at
present the Games Convener,
becomes the Vice-President, and
the position of Honorary Secretary goes to Moray Grant , a first
year mathematical physicist and
treasurer of the Science Students
Council.
So, after all the excitement generated at the recent KB General
Meeting, scientists have lapsed
back into their former apathy.
Despite this, next year's com-

the success or failure of the new
catering venture.
There are, however, stil six
other positions on the Ho~se
Committee to be contested.
These are the six conveners (Entertainments, Freshers' Week ,
Games , House, Publicity and
Sports) and two non-academic
members (open to any nonacademic staff at KB).
The elections will be held next
Thursday, March 6. Nominations
must be in by 12 noon on Monday,
March 3, and forms can be picked
up in the front hall at KBU. The
four students with the most votes
will also sit on the KBU CommitThis year's t-shirt - will next tee of Management.
So far two names have been put
year's be better?
forward . Perhaps the prospect of
mittee will have an important role a free "designer T-shirt" (see
to play when the Union takes the photo) will persuade more stucontroversial step of managing its dents to apply, especially as Ms
own catering. University Catering McKie has promised that "the
Services vacate the premises on new T-shirts will be a hell of a lote
June 30 and from then on the com- more tasteful!".
mittee is largely responsible for ·
Margaret Allan

Beginnings" and will be sold at
Christie's on April 22, with a
satellite link to New York. Prior
to the auction there will be a
week-lo,ng exhibition of all the
works of art, in London. This will
·be held at Jack Barclay's showroom in Berkeley Square , with
the aim of bringing attention to
the auction.
Having obt:i.ined letters of
introduction from the major dea lers in the United States, the stu·
dents managed to get works fro m
some very important contempor•ary American artists, including
paintings from Aaes Oldenberg,
Louis Nevelson and Jean Michel
Basquiat, Each of these works is
valued at over (15 ,000. Following
the New York response a number
of British artists also contributed
to the collections. The works
included ones by Peter Blake a nd
Patrick Proctor and there was also
a keen response from Scottish
artists such as June Redfern and
Bruce McLean . German neoexpressionist painters are another
considerable contribution to the
.'
collection.
At the moment the collection
would probably
raise
over
£350,000 and more works of art
are coming in all the time.
Altogether they have the support
of over 70 leading world artists.
Many have made works especially
to the theme of "New Beginnings". Richard Long's mud footprints in the shape of Africa will
probably become the logo for the
collection and will appear on Tshirts and posters.
The students intend to donate
all the proceedings to the Save the
Children
Fund's
extensive
development schemes that are
being carried out in the affected
areas of East Africa.
Laura Kibby
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PGSU affiliation
In the wake of the recent con- and in administration , the PGSU
troversy over the affiliation of committee would have more time
King's Buildings Union to the Stu- to organise social events. Asked if
dents' Association , the Post- pGSU expected any opposition to
graduate
Students'
Union affiliation from its members, the
(PGSU) looks set to affiliate to spokesman declined to comment.
the Associ ation later this year.
The arguments would be put
Following an approach by the before POSU 's members , hopePostgraduates' Union earlier this fully at the beginning of next
·year, the Association recently term , and it would be their deciheld ta lks with PGSU to discuss sion whether or not to affiliate.
arrangements for a potential
Students' Association Treaaffiliation. According to a PGSU surer Donald Pollock , speaking to
Srudenr said that no major probspokesman , the posigraduates
hope to benefit from the manage- lems were foreseen if PG,SU
ment experience of the Students' wished to affiliate - although
Association: if they were involved some disquiet had been expressed
in the running of the bar, catering at the fact that undergraduates

may have to apply for membership and be accepted by the PGSU
House Committee before they
could use the facilities. However,
the document arising from the
talks between PGSU and the
Association states that it "is
agreed that PGSU must remain a
centre of postgraduate activity
and membership must therefore
be tailored to this end". Mr Pollock also said that the affiliation of
PGSU would pose no financial
problems for the Students'
Association.

The results of tt.e major KB
minibus survey, organised by the
Science Students Council, were
finalised this week. The survey
was in response to threatened University plans to end the service.
Largely
administered
by
Miranda Crichton (secretary of
the SSC) , with help from Gill
Troup '(EUSA Welfare Adviser),
325 of the 4.00 questionnaires distributed were completed.
Many students are heavily
dependent on the minibus
although a large percentage walk
to and from KB.
The ·survey showed that stuGary Duncan dents with priority permiis (passes
giving you priority for the minibus
if yo u have a timetable clash) rely
heavily on them . However, there
seems to be no regular system for
the issuing of these permits - it
appears to depend on the discretion of your Director of Studies.
On this point Miranda Crichton
stated: "I do not think people
should be barred from courses
because of geographical differences. The University should
offer as broad an education as
possible."
The peak period for the use of
the minibus is between 12 noon
and 2 pm. As the minibus is not so
heavily used in the afternoon , it
was suggested that the buses could
perhaps be reduced then , and
rescheduled to cope with the lunchtime rush.
The majority of those who comam-5 pm Mondays to Saturdays, pleted the survey (70 per cent)
while the convention will be held said they would be willing to pay
between 11 am and S pm. All the up to 10 pence for the minibus service rather than see it ab9lished.
vents are free!
Michael Burgermeister

Reaching for the skies
With illustrious prede~essors
such as the Emperor's Warriors
exhibiting in Edinburgh, more latter-day models will be on display
at the City of Edinburgh Art
Centre starting on 1st march. The
occasion will be the Thunderbirds
Are Go Exhibition, celebrating the
work of Gerry Anderson, creator
of the likes of "Captain Scarlett",
"Stingray" and "Terrahawks".
The unique· exhibition will
include valuable original puppets
such as the "world's most special
agent", Joe 90, and Lady
Penelope's
seven-foot-long
"shocking pink" Rolls-Royce
FABl, which was especially trans· ITh.un(iefbirds 'Still going.
ported from Alton Tower.s for the
shown at the twin venues of the Fil;
exhibition.
On the same day as the opening .rnhouse and the Assembly Rooms.
of the exhibition, a convention of Starting with the "Incredible Voythe Gerry Anderson fan club, age of Stingray" on March 6th at
"Fanderson", will also be held. the latter location, the list of films ;
The programme of events for the to be screened includes "Captain
day includes discussions, quizzes, Carlett versus the Mysterons" and
"The Thunderbirds in · Outer
films, videos and displays.
Coinciding with the exhibition Space"·
will be a series oflectures and films
The exhibition will be open 10

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE WANTED
Single room (£100 per month)
available now in Marchmont.
Central heating. telephone. living
room. Phone4473520after6pm.
House of horrors , museum of con·
temporary filth. Scabby and rancid double room to let - only £29
per month each, with no bills.
Could you live here? Trial week
advisable
from
JI
West
Richmo nd Street.
Two flats in cent;al area. The Student Accommodation Service has
available for immediate let two
flats. They accommodate 4/5 and
3/4 pe rsons respectively , and each
flat has one twin bedroom in addi-·
tion to a number of single rooms.
Interested groups of students
should contact Mr Dresser at
SAS , 30 Buccleuch Place, without
delay. Please note: these flats are
not suitable for families seeking
accommodation.
Shared bµt large room for male in
Student House , Marchmont. Full
cooking and bathing facilities and
other lively students. £13.50 per
week. Phone 667 7672.
Single bedroom (double bed) in
comfortable flat. 138 Newhaven
Road . Tel 229 2433 (daytime) or
553 3749 (evenings) - ask for
Nicci Campbell. Share with one
other person. TV, washing
machine, phone, and all mod
cons. £25 per week, share of bills
(£100 per month).
Large single room from 15th April
in a lovely coal-fired heated flat.
178 Leith Walk (£81 per month).
No phone so come round this Sun. dayat3pm .

Accommodation wanted for Festival - August 2-September 2.
Several
houses/large
flats
(minimum 4 persons eiich). 0223
63172.
Urgently required - ,2 single
rooms for 2 responsible female
students. 667 2308.
Biology Student from the Univ.ersity of Bath seeks accommoda!Jon
in. Edinburgh for durauon of
wqork placement, approx dates
April-September. Please phone
Joanna 667 6449.

,-.1T.Yua1N]

l...IJICLES
30 RODNEY STREET
EDIN. (Nr. CANONMILLS)
031-557 2801

£20 OFF
YOUR NEXT BIKE
WITH THIS AD.
OR ANY CYCLE OVER
£150.00
OFFER ENDS
31st MARCH 1986

Bus update
One of the most striking factors
arising from the survey is that a
queuing system is de pcrately
required. The present system is
unfair and dangerous - in February lase year a girl was injured in·
the "scrum" for the minibus . But.
once again, there is the problem
of implementation. The use ol
queuing signs seems to be the
n.:-ost favoured method.
Last week the survey was presented to the KB Committee . Mr
M. H. Lucas (Senior Administrator for KB Union and secretary
of KB Committee) and Dr M. J .
Hayes (convener of KB Committee) stated that the minibus ser~
vice is not likely to be cut but "will
reappear in a different form". The
KB Committee is also looking
into the possibility of using a private firm for running the minibus.
Just now the cost is £16,700 pa for
the minibus - that incl11des dirvers' salaries, petrol and maintenance.
Miranda Crichton stated that:
"The effect of withdrawing the
minibus service would be disastrous and would mean limiting the
choice of outside courses available for science students. If tudents were forced to use the LRT
bus, they would not even be entitled to claim travel expenses."
Miranda
Crichton
was
delighted at the response to the
survey, saying it disproved claims
about apathetic science students
and showed how vital the minibus
is to students and is not a luxury.

Anne Marie Middleton
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Spreading the word
There is little doubt that, in terms of the publicity it
achieved, last Wednesday's Day of Action against the
Fowler Review was an overwhelming success. Scottish
Television and several of the national daily newspapers
covered the events laid on both by EUSA and the NUS.
From Edinburgh University's point of view, it was an
even greater success because the publicity gained was
good publicity . The demonstration outside the Scottish
Office and the occupation of the Institute of Directors
were both peaceful and well-organised events. The
general public-which is the group students have to get
on their side - were not inconvenienced and so did not
have any reason to moan at those " bloody students".
Some of the people who took part iri the marcff to the
Scottish Office were a little bit peeved about the fact
their role was very much that of the supporting extras.
However, the march was meant to be funereal and
symbolic of the death of student welfare, and whatever
else you do at funerals, you don't shout your head off.
The media coverage emphasised the problems facing
students, not the problems facing the police in handling
students, as is so often the case.
•Although the Institute of DirectOrs weren't over the
moon about having their offices occupied, that protest
can be judged to be successful also. There was an•
attempt by the students involved to make their opinions
known, and to engage in discussion if the situation arose .
There was no violence, and no damage done . People are
not interested in students' financial problems if they
think, rightly or worngly , that students are hooligans,
with nothing better to do than disnmt their journey
home.
Monday's General Meeting was, by a long way,
inquorate . However, the attendance was considerably
up on the equivalent meeting last year, and that has
always been the case under the Devlin-Elwin-FoyPollock regime. The meeting itself was generally agreed
to have been enjoyable and interesting. Maybe at last,
progress is being made on the GM front. The meetings
are apparently becoming more interesting and better
attended. It wasn't a bad few days for the Big Four in
some respects. But in the end, how many more pe0ple
know about the cuts in their income which are imminent
and which Wednesday was all about? And on a more
trivial level, how many students in this university know
who Mike Devlin, Harry Elwin, Robbie Foy , and
Donald Pollock are?

48 , The Pleasance, Edinburgh EH8 9TJ
_Tel. 0315581117 Ext. 0, 8, (Jr 9
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Dear Student,
It is significant in itself that Mr
Litrack should have taken four
weeks to concoct his excuses . But
it is even more significant that he
should have made such an appalling job of it. Cutting through the
torrent of personal abuse we find
the nature of his arguments
threefold - firstly , that I am
"anti-semetic", secondly that I am
a "liar'', and thirdly that there is
nothing wrong with a well-known
zionist turning up uninvited at .a
joint Labour Club-Friends of
Palestine meeting and taking
pages of notes.
The charge that anti-zionism
and anti-semitism are the same is
a deliberate lie. Judaism is a religion , whereas zionism is a relatively new. political ideology that
preaches the inherent superiority
of the Jewish people as a "chosen
race " . As such Israel is a racist

country with European Jews as
first-class citizens, Palestinian
Jews as second-class citizens,
Ethiopian Jews ad third-class citizens and Palestinian Arabs as
fourth-class citizens. Whatever
the historic oppression o( the
Jewish people, it does not give
them a carte blanche to oppress
others.
Photos may well have been
taken of zionist speakers (I was ,
however, unaware of that), but as
for the aggressive gesturing, that
was a fact verified by several
people since. The photos would
also have appeared in the Jewish
Echo , but I know from experience
that journalists with quite legitimate credentials have often passed information on to foreign
intelligence services . What was
the interest of photographing me
sitting
in
the
audience
immediately after I had spoken?

Students not

Mandela Centre-blood on
our hands?

the only ones
to suffer at
the hands of
Fowler
Dear Sir,
Last Thursday in cities around
Scotland the streets were packed
with thousands of s_wdents in protests organised by NUS against
the Fowler Review on the Reform
of Social Security which, among
other things, aims to remove students from the welfare benefit system altogether. However, it is not
enough simply to recognise that
students are again under attackwe have to take in the wider
perspective and realise that we are
only one section of society that
will sufferunder Fowler: pensioners, the disabled and unemployed
people are also under attack.
There are several ways we can
make our opposition known: by
demonstrating in the streets as
EUSA did last Wednesday and
Thursday, by occupying, as
almost every college and university in Scotland did last Wednesday night (Edinburgh University
excepted, of course) and by
attempting to prevent the Fowler
Review being passed in Parliament.
In every constituency in the
country trade unions , anti-poverty groups and other voluntary
organisations are following this
third course by collecting signatures for a petition against the
Fowler Review. Here at Edinburgh the Labour Club is petitioning throughout week eight and
into week nine. We will also be
holding a series of public meetings
(including one on Friday at I pm
in the Chaplaincy Centre with
Gordon Brown MP) as well as
organising a sponsored fast to
highlight the effect Fowler could
have. We urge everyone to sign
the petition and make their
opposition known ot Fowler-we
must not let him succeed in his
attempt to destroy our Welfare
State.
Yours sincerely,
Paul Greatrix,
Chairperson, EU Labour Club.

Dear Sir,
I attended the renaming ceremony for the Mandela Centre last
week. At the end Mr Goldberg
asked all present to raise their fists
and shout "Victory to the ANC!
Power to the people!". Is the
renaming of the Mandela Centre a
show of EUSA's opposition to
apartheid or its support for the
ANC?
.
Rightly or wrongly the ANC
kill people. They admit it. That's
war. Those who see apartheid for
the evil that it is do not necessarily
support the ANC. Naming the
Centre "Tutu" or "Biko" would
be quite adequate, but in calling it
after Mandela I fear that EUSA
has condoned a conscientious
armed struggle.
I conscientiously object to supporting such a movement. I feel
even the Afrikaan have a right to
life. Do ALL the students in Edinburgh University oppose such a
view? In hailing the ANC do we

As for the President of HeriotWatt Jewish Society who turned
up at the Labour Club meeting on
Palestine, people can make their
own minds up about whether her
presence and the fact that she was
taking page after page of detailed
notes, was in fact to further her
own knowledge or whether it
amounted to something more .
These and other examples of
intimidation I stand by. As an
atheist, and anti-racist and a
democrat, I will never accept the
right of any race or religion to set
themselves aside in apartheid and
therefore deny the rights of
others. Self-determination fo r all
can only exist in democratic, nonracial and secular nations. lsrtael
and zionism mean none of these
and i will oppose them for as long
as it takes.
Yours sincerely,
DAvid Clark

have blood on our hands? There is
suffering there, but will violence.
make it any less? Follow Poland
and support non-violent rebellion.
Yours fa ithfully,
Michael Edie

Arrogant
fools and
Christians
Oear Sir,
Can something not be done
about those people in Bristo
Square selling their dreadful little
newspapers? They're worse than
the Christians. Not only are they
arrogant fools, but they are bitter
arrogant fools . I've no desire to
buy their turgid rag and I'm sick of
being asked .
Yours ,
Patrick Brookes-Wilson

Much
more criticised
·
Dear Student,
try. Or so it seems. After countYour editorial a couple of - less weeks of action and days of
weeks ago had sound advice for· protest I still don't know what
sabbatical candidates. I can't wait EUSA is trying to do. It's only
for new ones to be elected , through newspapers that I can_
because the old ones are a sham- learn anything. Maybe I'm a
bles. Mike Devlin has done as moron, but if I am , I'm not the
much for demystifying EUSA as only one.
President Marcos has for fair elecYours faithfully,
"tions. Harry Elwin tries , but he's
Paulille Dayidson
'no more a Deputy President than
you or I - except in name only.
robbie Foy is a Labour student,
but I wish he would labour at getting something right. He can't
even remember to put "EUSA"
on EUSA General Meeting posters. Donald Pollock does not
inspire a lot of confidence. After
all, someone else had to speak for
him at the EUSA AGM because
he didn't know what he was trying.
to talk about. Donald is the proverbial lame duck.
Perhaps one should be nice
about these people. After all, they

More girls on
top
Dear Sir,
It is absurd to announce as your
editorial defence that the writer of
"Girls On Top" is a woman.
Unfortunately, women are as capable of chauvinism as men , and
the writer's sex in no way excuses
you from editorial responsibility.
Yours sincerely,
Alison Archer

God ·Bless America
REVOLUTION
Dir: Hugh Hudson
ABC
" It ain 't my fight," says the
unce.rtain Tom Dobb (Al Pacino)
to his son , Ned, after the rebel
defeat ·at Brooklyn ·Heights. The
rebels, including Dobb, however,
realign to fight an'other battle and
·secure their independence from
unjust British rule. Revolution
succeeds, if rather wearily, in
unravelli ng the greatest event in
American history through-numerous set-pieces from the symbolic
dropping of George Ill 's statue
into the Hudson on the same day
that signatures were being applied
to the Declaration , to the second
British victory at Manhattan Island , the winter Washington's
army spent at Valley Forge and
finall y the defeat of the British at
Yorktown and the surrender of
Cornwallis.Swept along by the
remorseless tide of events and
succumbing to the whipped-up
patriotic fever against cruelty and
injustice is the common man,
Tom Dobb.

DEATH WISH III
Dir: Michael Winner
Odeon
Death Wish Ill is a ridiculous
mixture of Rambo and The Warriors. Every ingredient is here:
one death every ninety seconds,
machine guns, magnums, antitank weapons, drugs, maniac
punk gangs, all in East New York
(actually filmed in Lambeth) and
all cram med into the space of 90
minutes.

Death Wish Ill is a classic example of one sequel too many. Death
Wish I, although not outstanding,
was both fairly realistic and
exciting. Death Wish II was bad.
and Death Wish III is absurd.
The vigilante idea has been
stretched so far that any sense of

The so-called story is centred
around Paul Kersey (Charles
Bronson- back for a third helping) who returns to New York to
find his friend, Charlie, dead
beaten up by thugs. Kersey is
arrested on suspicion of his murder but Police Chief (Ed Lautor), '"'
who recognises Kersey as the one
man vigilante that swept through
New York ten years before,
releases him on the condition he
proportion is lost. The best examerad ica tes these gangs. The final
hour of the film comprises o'f ple of this is when the ga ng leader
Bronson shooting the occasional Fraker (Gavan O'Herlihy) is
blown out of the side of a building
mugger. The last quarter of an
by Bronson's anti-tank weapon . I
hour , in which only about ten
It 's easy to understand why
words are uttered. sees the mass felt I'd seen nothing more than a
bloodstained and even more
Revolution has been savaged by
destruction of the gang by the
ridiculous version of The Streets
the critics a nd thrown out by
seemingly indestructible Bronson
of San Francisco.
American audiences . Firstly, Hudson 's film is most successful in His relationship with his son is the · and the neighbourhood he has
Mark \Yhite.
Goldcrest's future largely hinges its mud-level version of what a most satisfyingly developed part befriended.
on it and in no way is it the big , chaotic battlefield looks like. The of the film from the boy's- "You
juicy fil m required to justify its set-pieces are spectacular with ain 't a coward , paw" when his
massive budget (Al Pacino alone vast panoramic shots of lines of wounds are being lovingly
cost $2m). What 's more, it's vul- Redcoats marching along the · attended to , to their moving sepnerable to the whims of any merci- -skyline towards the bewildered, aration and departure later on.
less critic, and critics love sinking retreating ·revolutionaries. Using Apart from Sergeant Major Peasy
big ships - viz Heaven's Gate.
an English country town, King's (Donald Sutherland), a somewhat
Secondly, it's not at the break- Lynn, as 18th century America distasteful British officer, there
neck pace of Rambo or Rocky IV. and Dartmoor as the battlefields is little other character developIt lingers leaving more time for around, Revolution accurately ment. The end effect is one of a
reflection - not the stuff your conveys the savagery and destruc- slightly muddled and jumpy picaverage get-up-and-go Yankee tive effect of a seven-year war that ture whose best touches of phototeenager is crying out for. No hero ' dragged on irredeemably . What graphy and historical accuracy
th at is. Thirdly, it doesn't suf- price freedom? Hudson clearly give it a certain enchantment that
ficiently develop the characters of approves of the just, patriotic makes the film's failure all the
more lamentable. I went wanting
several of the protagonists. The war.
And so does Daisy McCon- to like it and did by the end.
war is not, as one would expect, a
mere backdrop Against which a nahay (Nastassia Kinski), the
Revolution marks Hudson's
first attempt at a more commercial market with international
Bronson, the lynch pin to the
stars. With more than $20m put
film since he is on screen ninety
into it and not a lot in return
per cent of the time, manages to
Goldcrest's future looks even
show no emotion or change of
more precarious and rests now on
expression through the film 's
The History Department have
the public's response to Absolute
entire length despite the fact that arranged a special showing of..The
Beginners and The Mission later
both his bestfriend and new found Remrn of Martin Guerre at
on this year. Before we bury
lover (Deborah Raffin) are mur- Cinema One in the Filmhouse. The
Revolution and maybe Goldcrest
film will be introduced by the H.
with it (and I hope many of you
dered and he destroys sixty or so
C. Lea Professor of History at
· will go and see it first) spare a
punks. In fact, all he can muster
Princeton University, Professor
thought for our British film induswhen he shoots one of the gang
Natalie Zemon Davis, who was
try - a lot seems to be going
with a pistol so big you'd need a
closely associated with the
across the water at the moment.
crane to hoist it up , is "I sent them
research for this much acclaimed
a message", which is poetry comAnthony Harwood
film. Professor Davis's talk, "The
pared to the dulcet tones of
Historian Makes a Movie", will be
"Move it asshole."
about the role historical research
plays in film-making.
how
What does salvage the film to academic and popular culture can
Last month the Filmsoc planned
some
extent
are
the
excellent
fuse together successfully.
a 'special event'. A talk was to
stunts, whiqh use some twenty
have been given by director Mike
stuntmen, and director Michael
This will take place at the FilHodges on the work of celebrated
Winner does manage to make the mhouse on Wednesday 5 March at
Japanese
director
Akira
gang suitably evil and gruesome 2 pm - admission is £1. However,
Kurosawa, followed by a screenBut here , perhaps, is where the
ing of his famous film, The Seven
TICKETS WILL NOT BE FOR
film's basic fault lies - ·good· and
Samurai, on which was based the 'bad' are so easily distinguished.
SALE AT THE DOOR. Anyone
story is told. It is the story and daughter of a wealthy New popular The Magnificent Seven.
wishing to attend should obtain a
Bronson sports 'C&A' casual outconsequently pushes the poten- Yorker, who urges Dobb to fight Unfortunately Hodges was unable
form and order tickets from Dr
fits
and
the
punk
gangs
strut
the
tially more interesting issues for independence and represents to attend, but those who missed
Gary Dickson, Room 305, Wm
street in chains and leathers. The
Robertson
Building,
today,
involving the dislocating effects of what Tom Paine would have cal- this will be glad to know that next
film
gives
no
insight
into
why
they
led "common sense". She Tuesday Arena (BBC 2) will be
Thursday 27 February, 9-12 noon.
war to one side.
have
rejected
Bronson's
embodies
all
the
best
American
•presenting
a
profile
of
th~
direct~r
Professor Davis will also be giving
Revolution, then, is the study of
America , the fight for truth, only
a lecture on popular narrative in
war, with little explanation of why values which, contrasted wjth all to coincide with the opening of bis that they snort cocaine and kill at
her
the
British
obscenities,
give
latest film Ran, which opens in random. The police too, are rep16th century France on Tuesday 4
it is fought except that the British .
March at 4.15 pm , Room 8, Wm
are bastards and deserve all they
an almost saintly air. Her relation- London next month. There will be resented as both violent and
Robertson Building. There will be
get. They naturally come out of .ship with Dobb is del!cately an interview with Kurosawa, and
incompetent. The film seems to
no admission charges.
the film badly, morally as well as
played with all the frustraaons of also Toshiro Mifune, an actor who be saying no more than. if the
in the fight. More attention is
the separating effects of war duly has starred in many of his films.
police can' t beat them, mow them
given to the ideals which the war is
attended to. Cobb, himself, is also
down with a submachine gun
fought, "so that we won' t be ' a commonsense sort of guy who is
yourself.
treated like a dog in the dirt".
dragged into the war unwillingly.
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Tennessee
Williams -only fair?
A STREETCAR NAMED
DESIRE
Royal Lyceum
Until 15th March
The play open.s with an image
of domestic normality. It is a
warm spring evening, Stanley and
Stella are at home , everyone is
cheerful. But, on the opening
night at the Lyceum, something
was far from normal. The actors
were over-playing the parts,
almost to the point of caricature.
It sounded awkward , hollow and
totally unconvincing. But after a
while they settled down and the
acting became naturalistic and
even moving. Or perhaps I just
•
got used to it.
Blanche Dubois intrudes into l
the opening scene of domestic
normality and bad acting. Trying
to escape from her tragic past, she
is torn between a desperate yearning for love and a romantic attachment to sorrow and self-pity.
"The little there is belongs to
people who have experienced
some sorrow."
Vivien Heil born seemed uneasy
in the role at first. Her bouts of
self-pity ·and self-deception were
forced. But she improved and
brought out well the imaginative,
vivacious and funny nature of
Blanche without contradicting the brutal nature . But Donachie is a
versatile actor, and also showed a·
inevitable slide into madness.
The other strong character is tender , sensuous and funny side
Stanley, Stella's husband. The of Stanley that other actors might
·
anithesis to Blanche, he is com- have ignored.
mon , unimaginative · and practiStella is caught between these
cal. He lives by animal instincts, two forceful personalities, in love
especially greed and lust. "The with her husband , loyal to her sis- .
thousands and thousands of years ter , but deceived by them both.
have passed him by and there he is Girda Stevenson played her as a
-Stanley Kowalski-survivor of very normal girl, the innocent victim of tragic events around her.
the stone age!"
Ron Donachie was more often • All the action takes place in the
undressed than not in the part, couple's two-roomed flat, creatand his elephantine belly played ing a claustrophobic arena for the
the
best
supporting
role , conflicts in the play. The set effecemphasising his powerful and tively reproduces this. The walls

-

EIGHT DAYS: A PASSION
PLAY- A PREVIEW
Bedlam, Feb 26-March 7
"And now for something completely different ... " Well , that's
the way the old cliche goes, and
for once it is applicable to an
EUTC production. In a year
which has seen perhaps the most
diverse programme in the company's history , the final nail.in the
crucifix. (If you pardon the
expression) must be Eight Days:
A Passion Play, showing at the
Bedlam from 28 Feb to 7 March.
The play is a straight forward

representation of the last week of
the Life of Christ and marks a
departure from the recent trend
for trendy "ad;iptations of the
subject matter - ie Eight Days
does not have a' female Christ, a.
crucified Peter, Israeli airforce A10 ground support strike aircraft,
four Judas', each dying in a highly

VERDI'S REQUIEM
McEwan Hall; 22nd February
The performance of Verdi's
Requiem by the University Musical Society Chorus and Orchestra
under the conductor Chris Bell
was exceptional. In sue!) a massive
and ambitious undertaking most
frequently a performance is dominated by weaknesses that come to
the fore. It is not often so many
strengths are revealed as were in
the McEwan Hall on Saturday
night.
The Music Society Chorus consists of about 150 unauditioned

Insh scabs brought m by the
mine owner to replace them.
The play winds up in a ludicrous
sub-Sheridan manner with .intermarriages and just desserts all
round . arrested by ironic words
of McNab, the mine owner: "As
you know , they all lived happily
ever after .. . both here , and now
... under the _watchful eyes of my
masters." This 1mmed1acy is, of
course, the most striking part of

7:84 have spent the last week
performing to capacity audiences
here in up-market Edinburgh:
they leave us this week for the
more familiar world of town halls
and welfare clubs but return to
Edinburgh on 11th March to
Springwell House where they are
at the moment running a series of
workshops. If you areofftoSSDF
today you can c.atch them at the .
Marryat Hall in Dundee.
Beneath One Banner is a play
written by Sean McCarthy about
working-class Scots-Irish solidarity in a mining town caught in a
strike, set in the last century. It is ,
in essence , a celebration of that
solidarity made wonderfully
accessible by a very humorous
. script . At the centre of many brilliant performances are those of
Corrine Harris (as Fiona Scott)
and
Ian
McCurrach
(as
Traoloch.) These two, one blind
and the other a cripple unable to
form his words properly, ''<;aught
between the hammer a nd the
anvi l", and attempting to form a
the play but its dram atic quality
relationship across the antagonisand value as a superbly entertaintic lines the Scots and Irish iniing piece must not be underestitially draw around themselves ,
mated.
effect a general reconciliation between the Scottish strikers .and the
Ben Simms

As EUTC excel themselves
at SSDF in dundee Vanessa
Ward went along to see two of
the other shows:
-"Me ·Too", by Kirkcaldy using Sting's message:
College
I must have what I destroy
-"Moon Over Bourbon
And destroy the thing I Jove;
Street" by Jordanhill College as the basis for a story about a
are built high, with light wooden
of Education.
couple of contemporary vampires
planks. These are used for very

SSDF

atmospheric lighting effects,
suggesti ng moonlight , dawn , and,
in o ne sequence, the passage of
time.
There was great variety among
the minor parts. Stanley's pokerplaying mates looked like an
unhappy bunch of disgruntled
stagehands. But Alan Cumming
was excellent as the newspaper
boy whom Bla.nche tries to
seduce. This was one of the best
scenes in a fair production of a
classic play.
Andrew Sparrow

"Me Too" is about a group of
mature students going back to col·
lege to study for their Higher
English. But of course it's more
than that, it's also about finding
yourself when you thought all was
lost, about being classified as "mature" whert you feel least abte to
cope with life's problems, about
bettering yourself when you
thought you'd past the learning.
stage. To convey these messages to
its audience the cast used "a musical play", i.e. characters burst into
song at their most angst-ridden
moments, expressing in music
original manner or 150_gay apos- what they felt far too inhibited to
tles at a hippy convention Last
express in words. The problem
Supper.
was most of these "students", and
the plot itself, was too cliched fo be
The ta,lented cast deserve& convincing; we had the camp Stecredit for approaching the subject ven, oppressed Bmity, anorexic
seriously and avoiding (albeit nar- Sarah, cool Tam, · working-class
rowly) the temptation to take the hero John, punks, posers and
proverbial Michael , and when many many more. Technically
combined with simple settings and the production was slick, the
powerful lighting effects, their music professional and the dance
performances should provide a routines imaginative, especially
simple faithful version of the most during Rick Clifford's (ring a
famous story in the world . Forget bell?) "gospel" number.
·
the pretentious reputation of the
"Moon Over Bourbon Street"
Bedlam and come and see so.mewas quite different. It was a short,
thing completely different ...
under·rFhearsed
four-hander
Peter Craig (Director)
'

players did not betray the difficult
score whose success demands a
high standard of playing all round~
with major solos in every section .
The only slightly shaky moment
~embers who exhibited a degree was the difficult and exposed cello
of discipline and professionalism passage at the beginning of the
sought with less success by some • Offertorio.
far better known choruses. They
The Chorus and Orchestra
achieved the distinctive blend and
explored the full scope of the deservingly had four superb solVerdi sound from the controlled oists: Patricia MacMahon (sopFrances
McCafferty
pianissimo of the opening rano),
Requielfl through the delicate (mezzo-soprano),
William
legato phrasing of the Agnus Dei Strachan (tenor) and Ivor
to the resounding fortissimo of the Klayman (bass). The requiem
recurring Dies Jrae ·tlieme. The gave eilch of them the chance to
excellent balance of the chorus establish themselves as outstandwas most apparent in the Sanctus ing soloists in their own rights as
and in -the fugue of the closing well as their ability to sing with a
Libra·Me, with each part coming rare degree of mutual understandover clearly and crisply.
ing.
Matching
strengths
were
Sarah Bainbridge
revealed in the orchestra. The

IOassicall

BENEATH ONE BANNER
Lyceum Studio

EDIN. UNIVERSITY
SINGERS
St John's Church
21st February
The Edinburgh University Singers began their concert with a
performance of William Byrd's
Laudibus in Sanctis. Despite
strengths in several of the individual parts overall it was lacking
in confidence. Changes in tempo
felt a little unstable and although a
pleasant sound was suggested in
places the piece never really
developed. Control and fullness
replaced this insecurity and thinness in Morley's Agnus Dei. By
the time the group came to Brit·
ten's Hymn to St Cecilia, based on
the lyrical works ofW. H. Auden,
they were back on form. They
combined attentive, often comic
dictum and carefully·worked out

cum werewolves (Vincent and
Lestat) posing as paranoid
schizophrenics, or perhaps they
were madmen posing as nasties whatever they were they felt a
divine right to kill or convert, dispensing salvation through death.
- The killing became their profes·
sion and the two ladies involved
represented the medical versus
romantic view of them. Sharon
wanted the police and doctors cal·
led while Catherine, because of
her beauty, became leader of the
pakc, usurping Lestat as the driving force behind the sinister club. I
suppose it was an allegorical tale of
the sick society we live in, "evil's
only a point of view", and a lesson
about reason in madness, but too
many prompts and the diffidence
of the cast left me wondering if
they knew what it was they were
trying to do.
SSDF continues in Dundee
until Saturday of this week. It provides an ideal opportunity to compare our own standards in theatre
with those of other Scottish
institutions of higher education.
Go

dynamics. For the first time it
really felt as if they were attaching ideas to the words they sang,
·wendy Colquhoun establ_ished
herself as a mediocre alto with an
oddly organised programme. She
sang competently, but blandly'
considering. the range of composers she was performing ..
The choi; made up the rest of
the programme with songs by
Debussy and Ravel. These were,
enjoyable but the choir's French
accent distinctly lacked a French
sound. Particularly nice; was th,e
vigorous performance of Ravel,s
tbird song Ronde. Debussy s
Three Songs were equally successhll.
Yver vous n"etes qu'un
villain, which ended the con~e.rt,
saw some clear individual entpes
and a clever vocal realisation of
the howling winds ending with a
stormy build-up.

Anticipating
the Traverse
In this article Anthony Harwood talks to Pauline Devaney,
author of To Marie With Love - presently on at the Traverse
Theatre - about the.play, its inspiration and composition.
The contrasting life of Marie the- British Museum's library.
Slopes, the pioneer of birth con- With her own marriage crumbling
trol and author of Married Love, about her, she began writing Maris the subject of a play currently . ried Love, essentially a book
showing at the Traverse until advising on marital sex and, more
March 9th. Written and per- notably, the use of contraception.
formed by Pauline Devaney, and
Using ideas borrowed from the
directed by Kate Harwood, To great sexual pioneer, Havelock
Marie with Love first opened at Ellis and contraceptive teaching
the
New
End
Theatre, from an American nurse , MarHampstead in May 1984 before garet Sanger, as well as her own
coliecting a Fringe First at the considerable knowledge of sci1984 Edinburgh Festival. Its suc- ence, Marie's book was an instant
cess undoubtedly lies in the witty · success despite , as Pauline
and moving portrayal of the fame Devaney explained, being someand notoriety of Marie Stopes what romanticised:
whose eccentricities and contradictions in character provide "Its style was greatly influenced
by
Edward
Carpenter,
a
homosexual, who wrote about
heterosexual relationships in a
very romantic, airy-fairy manner.
Marie, with little experience herself in (he subject, was similarly
writing about a romantic idea she
had.
"She had incredible double-standards; standards she set for herself and for everyone else. She
started advocating birth control
more out of Eugenics, the belief
that selective breeding could
improve the human race. than for
any humanitarian reasons. One of
the reasons for the success of Mar- ·
ried Love, however, was the inclusion of advice on contraception in
a respectable book which could
be read by ordinary folk. It was no
great literary text; in fact a lot of it
plentiful theatrical entertain- was rubbish. But it was written in
a highly romantic style which
ment .
The circumstances surrounding made shocking facts seem acceptthe writing of Married Love in able.
"Her idea of sexual equality
1918 are interesting enough and
provide some insight into the didn't stretch any further than the
inherent diversities · of Marie sexual side of marriage. There
Stopes. Unsatisfied with her doc- was no jump into modern
tor's lack of explanation for her feminism; she still believed the
inability to conceive after three woman's rightful place was in the
years of marriage, she decided to home."
The most intense period of
pursue her own investigations at

IExhibsl
THE STUDY OF MANKIND
National Gallery
Until 27th April
This exhibition is a collection of
studies of the human form, spanning 300 years and includes works
of aqrt from Italy to Scotland.
This selection is intended to illustrate how a variety of artists of different nationalities and with different intentions have perceived
and interpreted their fellow men.
The majority of exhibits are
preparatory drawings though
some are simply studies in which
artists have explored their visual
vocabulary of human shapes and
gestures for their , own value. In
either case, they must be place~ m
the humanist tradition which
affirms that "the proper study of
mankind is man".
Through these works one can
see the developments from one
artistic period to the nex~, and. the
fundamental differences m artistic
style from Northern to Southe~
Europe. It-is therefore an exh1b1tion worth seeing for its art-historical worth as well as for aesthetic
appreciation.
Guido Reni's Male Torso Study

celebrates the strength of the male
body and also stresses the perfectly proportioned beauty of
man. It evinces a profound
respect for the classical ideals of
the human body. In contrast 1s
Van de Coogben's Seated Old Man
where humanity is seen on a less
elevated level. This character's
body is fragile and unsteady but
there is still sympathy and respect
for the human figure in this mundane aspect. Probably the most
immediately recognisable work is
the study by Seurat for the seated
boy in his painting Baignade ii
Asnieres where the contour and
modelling are achieved entirely
by the varied pressure of the
crayon. This figure must be
appreciated for its sensitive solidarity which articulates the completeness of the human form in
this adolescent boy.
This exhibition atlempts to give
an overall view of the artistic
study of mankind from the
Renaissance to the early 20th century, which is certainly no small
venture. One comes away feehng
slightly over-awed and di.s~rien
tated by such a wide exh1b1t1on,
but the unifying theme of "the
beauty of the human b?d(.means ;
it is ultimately a sausfymg and
haITl)onious exhibition, and I fully
recommend it.
• Emma Roscoe

Marie's life came between 1918
and 1923. As well as publishing
Married Love in 1918 , she also
·founded a mother's clinic and society for birth control in 1921.
"Nobody would tell you about
birth control in those days. At that
time it was only practised by the
middle class who kept quiet about
it. So, in 1921, she opened her first
clinic at Holloway and tried to
pressurise the government into
. setting up the same sort of welfare
clinic. She was always writing to
politicians about this and that.
wanted to be a cabinet minister in
the war. "

You may not be aware of it, but
in addition to renaming the Student Centre the Mandela Centre,
EUSA is twinned with the Solomon
Mahlangu
Freedom
CoUege
(SOMAFCO) at Mazimbu, Tanzania, which is run by the African
National Congress (ANC). lfthis is
news to you, then you'll want to
watch this week's The Eleventh
Hour (Mon, I t.oo, Ch 4) which
presents 11n exclusive report from
the Mazimbu complex.
SOMAFCO was established in
1977 and is now an impressive
small town of about 2,000 South
Africans in exile, most of them
chi ldren (many of whom are
orphaned or separated from their
parents). But not only is there a
modern secondary school, a large
primary school, a nursery school
.and creche, there is also a hospital, a large farm and various light
industries which all help to make
the complex as self-sufficient as
possible. The film looks at the
policies behind Mazimbu a nd
what it hopes to achieve, interwoven with news footage of events
taking place in South Africa itself.
Most discussion about the ANC
concerns their guerrilla activities
- this film proves the ANC is
much more than simply a bunch of
terrorists.
Channel 4's big film this week is
John Boorman's Excalibur (Tue,
9 .00) -a lavish , idiosyncratic and
compelling retelling of the legend

of King Arthur and Camelot. It is
certainly idiosyncratic, especially
Merlin (as portrayed by Nicol
• Williamson) who is way over the
top and looks like he's just come
from Monty Python and The Holy
Grail. Flawed but intt:resting as
they say, or "a lavish , lusty
movie " if you're the Sunda;
People.
•
• Here at Student Towers , where
,the hacks slave over hot typewriters and sweat blood trying to meet
deadlines, there's a new editor.
And already he's sharpening his
scalpel, poised to cut copy and
egos. For a taste of the heady
world of journalism (if you can 't
make the Friday meeting here)
there's always Lou Grant (Mon,
,8.30, Ch4) with Edward A ner as
the hard-pressed editor of the
Trib. Personally I prefer the
Stude. See you next week sq uareeyes.
Quickies. Due To an Act Of God
(Sat, BBC2) is the first in a season
of outstanding television drama
from around the world. The story
is set in Germany in 1990 and concerns an acciden t involving the
crash of a transporter carrying
radioactive material and the
authorities' attempts to cover it
up. Screen Two (Sun, BBC2) is an
adaptation of the Booker prizewinning novel Hotel Du Lac. Student TV column's cultural prog of ,
the week.

The High Court trial in 1923
was somewhat of a turning-point
in her life. She sued a Roman
Catholic, Dr Halliday Sutherland,
who had written in a book that
"contraception is the cause of
Compiled by David Cline
unhappiness in marriage, a degradation of the female sex, an insult
to true womanhood .... the poor Tomorrow, Friday 28th, Polygon - the publishing imprint of
are the natural victims of those EUSPB - launch another three books in the wake of their
who seek to make experiments on Russian series. Iain Cameron, editor of Ian Rankin's The
their fellows." The success of. Flood, gives a brief summary of these books below.
Married Love and the ensuing
Since 1981 and the publication. and the creation of Sullum Yoe .
correspondence that made her
agony aunt and sex therapist was, of Alasdair Gray's Lanark, there Jamieson has been careful to preas Ms Devaney explained, the has been a tremetldous boom in sent not one single reactionary
worst thing that could have hap- ·Scottish, and more specifically viewpoint, but instead interGlaswegian, writing. In that time weaves the confused perspectives
pened to her:
"She used the trial as a show- the reputations of not just Gray, of several characters from diffepiece and said extraordinarily silly but also Jim Kelman, Liz Loc- rent generations and backgrounds
to document a changing world.
things which made her very easy head and Agnes Owen have floJamieson 's dialogue offers us a
to oppose and make fun of. The wered.
Now, perhaps, it is time for the smattering of Shetland dialect ,
success and attention she was
enjoying encouraged the strong, new generation of Scots writing emphasising the distinctiveness of
egotistical side of her to domi- talent to expand , and so it is that his own voice. With a prose style
nate. She tried to be clever and the three novels published by that is fluid and measured, occatook on the judge but although Polygon next week offer different sionally poetic, he envelops the
she lost the case, she gained con- names, different locales, and dif- reader in an atmosphere that is
apart !rom the aggressive modern
ferent themes.
siderab!y in publicity. ·
Of the three, Alex Cathcart's
The Comeback (Polygon, 227pp;
To Marie with Love is on at the £9.95 hardback and £4.95 paperTraverse until 9th March.
back) is the only offering with a
Glasgow connection. Its plot is so
powerful that I refuse to spoil the
Moving onto the inspiration surprise by revealing the details
and coming together of the play. here. Suffice to say that carpenter
Ms. Devaney spoke of her Hamish Creese is driven from sixties Glasgow by a collision with
mother's initial guidance:
"My mother regarded her as a hard man Eddie Gaffney. When
saint and gave me her own dog- we catch up with him in Australia
eared copy of Married Love when he is a difterent man, a man ready
I was 21 and getting married. I to do battle. But his comeback also read a book by Ruth Hall in every sense-is inevitable, and
about Marie and was amazed by the ending moves relentlessly
the enormous ego which drove towards the confrontation bether on. She was such a rich and ween the Frankenstein's monster
variable character that there was Creese, and his reformed creator
no shortage of material for a one- Gaffney.
The Comeback is a gripping world which gradually intrudes
person play. I initially started
debut
by Cathcart, combining the into the life of the islands.
writing with six other characters
The triangle of Scottish life is
surface
tension we have come to
but she threw them all out. She
completed by Ian Rankin , a postexpect
from
William
Mcllvanney
saw everyone else as an extensien
graduate student here at Edinof her own ego so it seemed legiti- and the stylistic grit evident in the burgh University. His The Flood
work of Jim Kelman . The prose is
mate and logical to have her
terse and real , rejecting not only -(Polygon, 188pp; £9.95 hardback
-alone."
and £4.95 paperback) is a haunt"I think much of her can be an Establishment approach but ing novel of superstition and vicattributed to her upbringing. Her also eclipsing obsessions with timisation in a dying Fife mining
mother was a formidable woman , dialect to reflect the language of town. The stigma of witchcraft is
a suffragette, and the first woman Cathcart and his creations as indi- attached to the unfortunate Mary
to attend Edinburgh University. viduals.
·Miller and her son Sandy, hamA very different story is told by pering their lives and meshing
Marie was brought up to feel
unlovable and spent the whole of Robert Alan Jamieson in his sec- with deeper resonances of evil and
her life trying to be loved. I was ond novel , Thin Wealth (Polygon, the need for a cleansing spirit.
most fascinated by her contradic- 207pp; £9.95 hardback and £4.95 Watch out too for cameo appeartions; she thought herself to be paperback). Subtitled "A novel ances by a couple of familiar
quite beautiful whe.n in fact she from the oil decade", the book is buildings in the Bristo Square vicset in the Shetland of the seventies inity ....
was plain."
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A MAN LIKE EVA
FOX AND HIS FRIENDS
28 Feb; 6.45
George Square Theatre
Two films by respected director
Werner Fassbinder, well, actually
the first is a study of his life and
the second film directed by him
depicts the decline of a gay actor.
FULL MOON IN PARIS
GHOST DANCE
2 March; 6.4·5
Goerge Square Theatre
A tribute to the French actress,
Pascale Ogier who died tragically
early in her life in 1984 just as she
reached her peak. In the first she
is a woman who wants to be
alone but still craves men, the
second a study of ghosts, time
and memory.
SHEILA
FAMALE TROUBLE
PINK FLAMINGOES
5 March; 6.45
The Pleasance
Three films on a similar theme ;
Sheila features .a doctor talking
on transvestites and the last two
feature the immeasurable Divine
in two of his riotous John Waters
films. You think you're a man, but
yolJ're only a boy ... .

FILMHOUSE
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South Clerk St
ROCKY IV
1.45, 6.00, 8.30
Don't push me. If I have to write
another crit . ...sorry, anyway
Good Ole Rocky '1its the ring to
do his stuff on the nasty commie
from Russia played by another
hunk of beef called Dplp~
Lundgren. A story of true dedication and stupidity beyond belief
but then Stallone directed it and
starred in it so .. .
DEATH WISH Ill ·,
2.15, 6.30, 8.45 .
A friend of mine wants to take a
body count the next time he goes
to see this. He reckons it must be
well into three hundred. Charles
Bronson returns, older and
greyer as the vigilante helping
the good guys by splattering the
hooligans. Street warfare, bad
cops and big car chases. Shame
it was filmed in Clapham .
A CHORUS LINE
2.00, 5.15, 8.00
Ghandhi Attenborough's latest
version of the Broadway musical
which traces the development of
a musical in rehearsal, and production. Of course all the cast are
put through the mill by the harassed director played by Michael
Douglas,

228 2688
Lothian Rd.
WHEN FATHER WAS AWAY ON 2;;..2...:9'--30_3_0_ __:::....._ _ _ _.=
BUSINESS
Lothian Rd
26 Feb-1 Mar; 5.45, 8.15, 26 Feb;
SPIES LIKE US
2.00
Father is not actually away on 2.03, 5.20, 8.20
business, but actually arrested Two American Govt. Dumbos,
by the Yugoslavian regime, set in played by Chevy Chase and Dan
the period after the break from Ackroyd, are faced with the sack
or becoming decoys for the secthe Soviet Union.
ret service. To help the story,
BILL DOUGLAS TRILOGY
they accept and start off on their
26,27 Feb; 7.00
Three films which deal with the journey through Pakistan and
life of the director as he grew up Russia. How eddifying .
in the mining village of New- TEENWOLF
·Craighafl just outside Edinburgh 2.15, 5.15, 8.00
Michael J . Fox finds to his utter
WEST SIDE STORY
disbelief that he is a werewolf.
27 Feb; 2.00
I
Superb musical about tbe Jets So's his whole family. He finds
and the Sharks and gang .,L..arfare also that this make~ him very
in the slums of New Yor~ in the popularwith his schoolchums
and as well as making the basketi
fifties.
ball team he also makes the
PERSONA
school sweetheart. No accountSEVENTH SEAL
ing
for intelligence.
28 Feb; 2.30, 7.00
REVOLUTION
1 Mar; 2.15, 7.00
Two more in the Black and White 2.00, 5.00, 8.00
season. In the first Liv Ullman Hugh Hudson's much heralded
plays a famous actress who has story set in the American Revolulost her voice and in the second tion. The story of characters
of two films by Bergman, a involved on both sides of the
medieval knight plays chess with Atlantic. People such as Al
PaCino, Donald Sutherland, NasDeath for his life.
tassia Kinski and Annie Lenno.
THE ASSAM GARDEN
Go and see it and prove the
2 mar; 8.30
Americans wrong:
3, 4 mar; 6.30, 8.30
5 Mar; 2.30
Unfortunately, only times but no
programme details were availa- 447 21660
ble to us at the time of going to Newbattle Terrace
press.
Remember your Matric Cards!
PANDORA AND THE FLYING
BACK TO THE FUTURE
DUTCHMAN
Yup, it's that man again. Michael
2 Mar; 5.45, 8.15
J. Fox pays the high school kid of
AND THE SHIP SAILS ON·
the eighties who is transportede
3, 4 Mar; 5.45, 8.15
,
back in time to the fifties where
he meets up with his parents.
RETURN OF MARTIN GUERRE
ROCKY IV
4 Mar; 2.30
Starring Gerald Depardie.u, a 2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Sly Stallone makes his millions
story woven around the fortunes
of the French Revolution. Ti~kets as barmy boxer, Rocky Balboa.
are available from the History At least you won't dint any soliloquies in this film, the longest
Dept, Rm 305, Will. Robertson
line is 'ouch'. Cold War fought
Building, TODAY, 9-12 pm.
out by the Film World, or lather
PUMPING IRON 2: THE WOMEN
the American Film World.
5 Mar; 6.15, 8.30
The same semi-documentary WITNESS
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
treatment as the men got and
yery good too. True insight into · Harrison Ford escapes from murthe sweat and grit that make a ·dering cops after witnessing a
drug murder along with a small
body-builder.
boy whom he escapes with to the
NIGHT O~ THE HUNTER
boy's home in the Amish comSEVENTH VICTIM
munity, run on 19th century
5 Mar; 7.00
lines.
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Grindlay Street
229 8663
A STREETCAR NAMED
DESIRE
Till 15 march
7.45pm
Tickets : £2-£5
By Tennessee Williams. The
action takes place in a seedy part
of downtown New Orleans,
where the small of coffee beans
is pretty strong. here we witness
the psychological breakdown of
one Blanche Dubois, a very
" m ixed up " southern belle. Good
old Stanley doesn 't help matters
much either.

T H E A T R E
WORKSHOP
34 Hamilton Pl.
226 5425
THE WHITE BIRD PASSES
-4 Mar-8 Mar; 8 pm
£2.50 (£2.00)
A warm adaption of Jossie Kesson's novel of life in North East
Scotland in the 1920's, from slum
to orphanage. Adapted by Anne
Downie.

112West Bow
226 2633
VITA
Till 1 March
7.45 pm (no Sunday perfs)
Tickets :
£4.50,
£3.50
for
economy/student members.
By Sigrid Neilson. Produced by
Focus Theatre, Company and
Lanvender Menace Bookshop. A
compassionate look at the life,
loves and work ofthe notrious
Vita Sackville-West, who became
the gossip of the famous
Bloomsbury Circle. She was also,
by the way, a gardner of great
genius!
TO MARIE WITH LOVE
Till 9 March
7.30 pm, Upstairs Theatre
Tickets : same as above.
Written and performed by
Pauline Devaney.
A play about Dr Marie Stopes, an
expert on the unlikely combination of coal and birth control. Her
best seller Married Love (1918)
was written after a six year marriage had left her a virg in. (No
wonder she was an ex pert on
birth control!)
EDINBURGH PLAYWRIGHT'S
WORKSHOP
Theatre Downsta irs
Play read ing, March 2nd
THE DEVIL'S TRILL by Roger
Musson.

B R U NTON
H A
L
L
North High St., Musselburgh
665 22.40
END OF TERM
Till 1 ma rch
7.30 pm
Tickets from £2
Presented
by the Brunton
Theatre. Only a few weeks to go
before the title of .this play
becomes· reality, and we' ll be
smiling again and eating those
chocolate egg thingys.

.E XHIBS
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TALBOT RICE
R y GALL E R V

High Street
5571140
Till 1 March
BENSON AND HEDGES - on the
theme of energy featuring finalists
in the Benson & Hedges Gold
Awards. Don't know why they
chose energy - 20 fags and you
won't have enough puff to even
walk round this exhib.

Old College, South Bridge
Till 15 March
DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY: An
exhipition of Geoffrey McEwan's
painlings, coincides with lectures
put on by the Italian Dept of this'
very university. Exciting eh?
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm.

SCOTTISH PRINTMAKERS
GALLERY WORKSHOP
94 George Street
225 5955
Till March 5
Helen Lee - NEW WORKS Scottish paintings and water- ·
colours. Seems to be an awful lot
of them about (watercolours, that
is) - nice to see them giving us a
change.

For the January-March term, AB rates
pass system . Ask for tlie leaflet at ash
yo u pay the standard £2.30 and g ard
the card is taken from y ou and yo £5 i~
cinema is now non-smoking.
1

C>DEC>N

I

A standard £1 .50 student conce
from Sunday to Thursday. Howe1
cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 and 3

DOIVl lNI
Students pay £1.20 for all perfor
The only exception is t he late eve
only non-smoking pa rt of the buil
shut on Sundays.

~i~e~~a~igc~I
~
T~ e~J al
0

(Sunday-Friday) cost £1.20.
minutes before performa nce sta
late evening films but you can
smoking in both cinemas.

ts
oc1
hes

Fl LIVI SOC

Members get in free to all perfor es. I
can be purchased in adva nce at UniJ
week and from the Postgrad Stu
Place, at the weekend. i

BEDLAM

All tickets for lunchtime producti
your consumption . Membership if
allows reductions on all tickets.
1 are held every Monday I at 6.00
interested in any aspect Bedlaf'4·

d{
TRAVEfl

lud

Bel

m0
in 1
lw

Exclusive offer this year}or me
w hich allows many bener_its. The
Sun day performance ; £2 for a stu
before performance; free entrytO '
theatre cl ubs in Britain.

LYC EUM

They offer a pl astic card costing£:
two ticket s at concessionary
perform ance). Check at box office

ESCA

ESCA have changed premises to.17
contrary to this year's Student Diarl
time durlng office hours to meet Li
or alternatively phone her.

SNO

.

Students are welcomed in any atllrlto a
Usher Hall. Tickets cost £2 and areiva
Friday even ing .

23 Union Street
(opp the Playhouse)
557 2479
Till 15March
ARTISTS OFFSHORE: Another
long-running exhib which is just
as well since it helps me to pad out
this page. This one promises " oil
rigs like you've never seen them
before" . Sounds interesting .. .

FRUITMARKET ARCHITECT
GALLERY D
E
P
T
29 Market Street
225 2383
Till 5April
RECONSTRUCTIONS:
Avant
Garde Art in ·Japan 1945-65. This
one is free as if your skintyou can
go in here to get out of the cold.
Tues-Sat 10-5.30

20-22 Chambers St.
28 Feb-7 March
OBSESSION
An exhibition of Student Art,
organised by students around
the theme of obsession.
Admission free. Mon-Fri, 11 .305.30 Sat, Sun 10.30-3.00

Psst! He' behind you! -

Death Wis'1 3

UNIVENTSM U S I C
THUR 27 FEB SAT

STUQENT TELEVISION
Salad Bar, Teviot Row
1.15
Lookaround- it's more than just
news.
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
Sixth Level Common Room,
JCMB

uo

h term, AB ratesm student cinema
ti e leaflet at cash 'ilesk. For six visits
'.2. 30 and g card stamped . After t~is
y ou and ya £5·inrreturn. T he entire
oking.

m t concess te hdlds in all cinemas
the weeken ds entry w i ll
n-sm·oking.
s in'Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
hows in Ci nem a 3-the
Incidentally, this place is

E

day) cost ; early evening shows
ts ·are only available 30
.o ocncessions g iven for
these in adva nce. Non-

.es. Guest tickets (£1.25)
Union Shop during the
s' Union, 24 Buccleuch

producti lude-soup and bread for
nbership ' Bedlam is £1. 75, which
I l ickets. m Committee m eetings
fJat 6.00 in ~he theatre. Anyone
lways welcome.
fidla
r ,for m

>hip.: '£4 for fou r years,

~~its. The elude a free ticket to any
for a stu !landbyticket 10minutes

l

entry

:¥>.rse Bar and m any other

1isesto 1 I Guthrie Street (225 4061)
Jdent ll op 1into the offices at any
to meet ; , the full-tim e secretary,

r.

n any Mo all .SNO co ncerts at the
: 2 and '81\tailable from 7 pm each

Dr A. Jiickson of the Dept of Social
Anthropology will talk about Pie. tish Symbolism Decoded.
SCAG-FOOD
KB Union
1.00
All the food you can eat for 50p.
EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
CheviotRoom, Pleasance
7.30
Talk from SCRAM on The Nuclear
\Issue and Dounreay.
. RCS
Bristo Bar, Chambers Street
·7.30
Crisis Theory - why capitalism
can't work.
KB VIDEOS
KB Union, Coffee Lounge
,7.00
The Repo Man and Stop Making
Sense. Both free.
RCS
District Trades Council,
Picardy-Place
7.30
"Revolution! It could happen
here! "
.EU DEBATES COMMITTEOE
.Debating Hall, Teviot Row
8.00
Final of the Observer-Mace Debating Tournament. Motion : "This
House would ban all experimentation on human embryos". Entrance by matric card only.
HAPPY HOUR
Pleasance
Get smashed by the fire. 8-9.
JAZZ-LIVE!
60 The Pleasance
8.30-11 .30
This week featuring the Festival
City Jazz Band.
HAPPY HOUR
Chambers St Union
C:neap drinks from B-9 and dancin
unti \ midnight.

FRI

2 8 FEB

R¢S
.
Teviot Middle Reading Room
1.00
Embryo research : Murder or
Progress?
PUBLIC DEBATE
George Square Lecture Theatre
1.00 .
.
Debate about the reform of social
security with Alex Fletcher (Tory
MP), John Maxton (Lab MP),
Stephen Maxwell (SNP spokesman) and Keith Smith (Alliance
candidate).
NORTH AMERICAN STUDIES
COMMITTEE
Room 107, Wm robertson Building
4.00
Mark Evans will speak on "American women Telling Stories ".
TRIATHLON CEILIDH
Chambers St
8.30-1 am
Band is Dancing Feet. Only £2.
CLUB KASUMO
Potterrow
Cheap boozing 8.30-9.30 plus a
band.
THE DANCE
Teviot Row
.
Let it all hang out! Two discos,
three bars and a·happy hour from
9-10. Go for it!
HAPPY HOUR
Pleasance
7.30-8.30
HAPPY HOUR
Chambers St
8-9 and disco till 12.

1

MAR THUR 27 FEB SAT

""Rc,,..s=--------'--John Menzies
11 am-2 pm
Protest and lobby to boycott·Murdoch's papers.
·
LATE NIGHT DOUBLE FEATl.)RE
Chambers St
More drinking, more dancing and
live band FAST BREEDER. Happy
Hour 9_1o.
,
PARK ROOM DISCO
Teviot Row
Happy Hour 8-9

SUN 2 MAR
UNIVtK:;ITY !;ERVICE
Greyfriars, Tolbooth and Highland
Kirk Service; 11 am
Service by Rev James Weatherhead, Principal clerk, General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland.
POLITICS SOCIETY
Potterrow
A disco from the society that really
knows where it's at. Happy Hour 89. Members 25p, non-members
50p.
NORTH AMERICAN STUDIES
SEMINAR
Conference Room, DHT
5.00
Professor J. P.Dolan will speak on
"Immigration and Relig ion as viewed from the United States".
GALLERY SOC
Executive Room, Pleasance
7.00
Peter Greigson will give a talk on
video making.
HAPPY HOUR
TeviotRow
8-9

3 MAR
CONSERVATIVE CLUB
MONDAY LUNCH
Middle Reading Room,
TeviotRow
1.00
Speaker: Sir James Gould, chairman of the Scottish Conservative
Party.
ECONOMICS SOCIETY
Faculty Room North, DHT
1.00
Wallace Mercer, chairman of
Hearts, will speak
MODENA DANCE SOC
Chambers St Ballroom
7.30-8.30
Last Ballet Class this term, £1.50.
ROCK DISCO
Chambers St
9-12

SCOTTISH
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Queen's hall
(Clerk St)
A series of Composer Conducts,
tonight Peter Maxwell Davies
Sinfonia.
7.45 pm: £8-£2
ZERO ZERO
Preservation Hall
Free
POP WALLPAPER
LIP MACHINE
Assembly Rooms
,
The sound of Edinburgh returns,
not quite in the same league' as
Joseph K but who is?
8.30 pm: £2 (£1.25)

FRI 28 FEB
SNO
Usher Hall
(Lothian Road)
Tonight should be a musical
delight with Andrew Litton, a
young American conductor and
pianist
7.30 pm : £9.40-£3.30
EL SONIDO DE LONDRES
Queen's Hall
Led by sTan Rivera on tenor~axa
nine man band Latin and
African influenced.jazz music.
10 pm : £3.50 (£1 .50 students)
THE GEMS
(Moray House)
9 pm: £2 (£1.50)
THE BIG SHOW
Assembly Rooms
Cme to the Cabaret and see The
Merry Mac Funshow, Volunteer
Slavery, Vic and Barry and
Froggen Hoppen
7.30 pm : £2.50 (£1 .50)
CHAKK
Hoochie coochie Club
(West Tollcross)
Possibly the best gig this term
10.30 pm: £2 .50
!
THE HEART INDUSTRY
Preservation Hall

I

r'"PP. .

SAT

'1

M A !R

GEORGE ROY JAZZ MEN
\
TUBE SNAKES
Afternoon Jazz with George Rdy.
Free.
.
\

CONSERVATIVE CLUB
SPRING DINNER
dining Room, Teviot Row
7.30
Tickets are £7 and include wine,
music and the rest.
MODERN D"'-NCE SOC
Chambers St Ballroom
7.15 Beginners
8. 15 Advanced
Last class this term, still only
£1 .50. '
!::U LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre
5.15
.
.Jill Mordaunt, prospective reg. ional candidate for Prestonfield/
Mayfield. Plus selections for prospective Labour student sabbat1r.al!;.

WED 5 MAR
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10
Rev David Boag's theme will be
"Biessed are those who are persecuted".
GREtN l:!ANANA CLUB
Potterrow

MAR

SUN 2 MAR
TAM WHITE AND Tl-jE DEXTERS
Preserfvation Hall
Free
TEXAS CLUB
Hoochie Coochie
_
with jazz, soul, latin and funk
music.
·10.30 pm : £2
EDINBURGH CONTEMPORARY
ARTS TRUST
Queen's Hall
8 pm: £3.50 (£2)

MON 3 MAR
GOFERRIT
Preservation hall
Free.
INTERNATIONAL LUNCHTIMt:
CONCERT
Assembly Rooms
(George Street)
Beethoven's Sonata in f, Spring
Sonata and Sonata in C minor.
i pm : £3

TUES 4 MAR
ROAD RUNNER
Preservation Hall
Free

WED 5 MAR
SON OF ROCOCCO PRESENT
THE FIRESTATION
Zenetec
Fountain bridge
1.30pm: £1
CHARLIE McNAIR
Preservation Hall
Free
ST.
MARGARET'S
SENIOR
SCHOOL
CHOIRS AND ORCHESTRA
Queen's hall
7.30 om: £1.50 1£1I

Until Sat 1 M arch 5.45 & 8. 15

Cinema1

TUES 4 MAR

1

::'E::".Dl""N""B""'u°='R""G.,..,H-=R""o.,..,Y..,.A::_L:..;C;,.,H:..,O;:.,,R,..;A:.;:L
UNION
Usher hall
John McLeod's Stabat Mater is
premiered tonight.
accompanied by the Scottish
Chamber Orchestra.
7.30 pm : £6-£3
GOOMBAY BEAT
Barbados Suite
(West Tollcross)
9.30 pm-3 am

WHEN FATHER WAS AWAY ON BUSINESS 118)

..

A famity's history in '50s Yugoslavia is recorded with warmth and v1VJdness.
Wed 26-Fri 28 at 7.00

Cinema2 ·

~n~Lo?~~~~!,~~~~~a~~es of autobiographical cinema ever made: MY CHILDHOOD, MY

AJN FOLK and MY WAY HOME.

Fri 28 and Sat 1 M arch

Cinema2
Ingmar Bergman double bill

PERSONA (18) +THE SEVENTH SEAL 115)
Sun 2·Tue 4 6.30 and 8.30

Cinema 1

~~l~!~'!i~:~7~h~Uf~iendship Iha! de~elops between ~n Indian woman and 8 recenlly

widowed memsahib as they restore a vast, exotte expanse of garoen.

Sun 2 at 5.45 and 8.15 ·

~::;:RA AND THE FLYING DUTCHMAN (PG)

,

A dazzijng and remarkahly erudite mix of fact and fantasy. htC"r.llurc and kgend . S1amng falTk.-s Mason and
I
Ava Gardner.

I•
Cinema2
AND.THE SHIP SAILS ON (PG ) /'

Mon 3 and Tue 4 5.45 and 8.15

.

.

.

A luxOrious ocean liner packed with rich socia ites and a tovesid rhino sets sail to scatter the ashes
of a famous opera singer.

Wed 5-Sat86.15and8.30
Cinama1
PUMPING IRON 11- THE WOMEN (PG)
.
A highly regarded documentary focusing on the individual style an_d personahty of four contestants
in the fina ls of the women's 1983 body-building world champ1onsh1p.

.

SOp Matinees this week : W est Side Story (Thu 27), Persona+ The Seventh Sea fFr1 28). The Return
of Martin Guerre (Tue 4 and Thu 6), The Assam Garden (Wed 5).
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Music

Quite Good
THE HOUSEMARTINS/
HIS LATEST FLAME
Moray·House

After having read q·uite a
flattering article in NME
about them (and having been
told quite nice things), His
Latest Flame in the event
were pretty disappointing.

"Bless you!" exclaims the Rev. P. D. Heaton

lrisn Velvet
CLANNAD
Usher Hall

An overdue essay, no
money, boots that let in the'
snow, and I'm out in a blizzard! This show had better be
good. Miraculously enough,
Clannad managed to soothe
my rumed brow, and even
dried out my boots. Sort of.
First up was Freddie White,
introduced in a wince-inducing
fashion as "one of Ireland's leading si nger-songwriters".
Not
another bloody folkie , I thought
uncharitably , hair still wet, jaw
still frozen. And I was right-he's
not just another bloody folkie the man has taste! For a start he
avoided the usual stereotypical
sound, by judicious application of
FX on his guitar, and his choice o(
covers ranged well beyond the
usual Don McLean chestnuts:
Tom Waits , Frank Zappa, even
the Bonzo Dog Doo Dah Band's
Jollity Fai:m done in a Peter Skeltern voice . And he got the crowd
to snap their fingers , as if he was
Screamin' Lord Byron in that
Bowie video . He did well , and I
thought he deserved an encore , as
did most people from the
clapometer readings.
An odd group, Cla!Jnad. For
one thing, their reputation is built
almost entirely on doing theme
tunes for TV shows. Can you
imagine the Usher Hall selling out
for the band who do the theme for
Eastenders? No , so Clannad must
have something e xtra going for
them , which is what I wanted tq,.
discover. I did,_ and it's nothing
profound - they're just dead

They dealt mainly in pedestrian , banal, '60s-ish songs and
sounded like many another '60sish sounding bands I could mention (somebody suggested the GoGos wh ich was perhaps a bit harsh
but not too far from the mark).
But to give them credit they threw
their songs away with a lot of proficiency and style (whatever that
is) an"d the sound was · almost
immaculate. Anyway i wouldn't
take my word for it because my
flatmate thought they were OK
and his taste isn't too bad (having
been a member of the Hazel
O'Connor fan club apart) .
There was something about
The Housemartins which I found
a mite annoying. I think it was
their quirkiness (thankfully they
stopped well short of being
wacky) , but I find it hard to define
exactly what I mean by that. But
on the whole I thought they were
really good , easily the best band
I've seen in a long time. Like His
Latest Flame they could play their
instruments very well , and could
sing divinely (well, that's an
exaggeration but near the truth
when co_mpared with some

Photos: Louise MacKay

groups, most, even, I suppose). In
fact it was the acapella (funny, l
didn't even know wb.a t that word
meant until a couple of weeks
ago) songs that l found most moving, especially a rousing encore of
We Shall Not Be Moved , which
was dedicated to the "scabby bastards" at Wapping. That was the
only evidence l heard of their
"politics" , but then again I'm

never very good at hearing lyrics
and was bound to be disappointed
if I expected every song to be a
pithy manifesto of commitment.
The worst thing about the whole
evening were the dickheads who ,
like the good lads they no doubt
are , were pushi ng and shoving
each other throughout The
Housemartins' set. You know
who you are(?) .
Hamish Arnott

THE CROWS
Wilkie House

The suppor-t band, Baby's
Got a Gun, were punk thrash
good, !O put it in technical terms.
What we're dealing with here are which seemed to get the audia bai;id who can bring the house ~nce going, despite doing a
down with a song in Gaelic about poor Ramones cover at 33
seaweed! Their appeal is simply rather than 45 rpm.

that they produce really nice
As for The Crows (formerly
music (more jargon!) and inject Autumn 1904 and First Priority),
the audience with their own they were almost brilliant but not
enthusiasm. I couldn't quite bring quite. By the time they came on it
myself to believe that they'd be · seemed too late, the volume too
able to reproduce that breathy loud and the songs too samey to
sound away from the studio, but excite. As a live band they
they surprised me. The combina- certainly have some passion,
tion of traditional instruments and
audience to leap about (top hats
fabulously
complicated
and
much in evidence). But they don't
expensive hi-tech digital thingies
have any outsianding songs.
produces a basically simple
The singer listed influences
sound , which is all their own and
among the late Beatl~s . the Rolthoroughly enjoyable. Music full
ling Stones and the Cocteau Twins
of light and space which set us all
although I couldn't see the conthinking about Robin Hood no
nection. Apparently a healthy
doubt, and wishing someone
interest is being shown in their
would start a sword-fight. The
latest single, they are good
-clPsest we got was, two characters
enough to have some success or
sq uare-dancing up the main aii;le,
just as easily they could break up
but you can't have everything.
as before.
Graham Meikle
Nick Hunt

A low flying crow

r<CVtVAL .. . .

Photo: Nick Hunt
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Me, I'D take the money.

LOVE AND MONEY
Hoochie Coochie Club

Love or money? The division is a lot clearer now than a
couple of years ago, when the
Smiths, Echo and the Bunnymen, The Teardrop Explodes
and similar worthies were
brightening up the Top 40.
Nowadays it is the sole province
of teen idols, Eurorockers with
large video budgets, and the middie-aged swingers' Spanish holiday disco playlist. There is a
yawning chasm between those
who do it for love (James, Microdisney, The Go-Betweens ... a

divine trinity), and -the more
mercenary new prostitutes (Simple Minds, Spandau Ballet .. . ad
nauseam). Inevitably their music
reflects their concerns. Love is
embarrassment,
innocence,
yearning
and
vulnerability;
money is arrogance, smugness ,
decadence and power. The GoBetweens love is 'mud in the September rain', for Gary Kemp it is
diamonds and gold.
Love and Money - formerly
Friends Again who impressed
Adrian Thrills of the NME but
you can 't hold a grudge too long
can you? Now they are apparently
a great white hope in the USA
where they've made a single with
Andy Taylor (of Def Leppard or

something), and been given lots of
money to spend on expensive
equipment and nice trousers.
Some of it is being wasted on a
keyboards player who thinks he is
in Shakatak and the redundant
tom-tom player and girl backing
vocalist. These would appear to
be the over symptoms of a very
forced desire to play 'white-funk '
(the sort of drivel those overrated
•charlatans Talking Heads used ·to
churn out) .
J would venture to suggest this
may be the result of a little gentle
nudging by the record company.
It is noticeable that their first
single The Candybar Express is
the most stupidly crass thing they
played tonight, featuring the classic line I'm a junkie for love and a
sucker for success. The continuous yeah yeahs and the singer's
transatlantic Mick Jones vocal
style also jar a little considering
his speaking voice is pure Glasgow and his guitar style very postPostcard.
Indeed when that old jangly
g4itar straight pop sensibility
shines through the funky clutter
(on the infectious Ril•er of People
and attractively quaint I believe in
Rosemary) they raise a smile and a
few regrets that these last few vestiges of love are likely to be sacrificed to commercial expediency.
To be loving when the knives are
ow
takes much courage, and mind
withow doubt.
Really hard .
Tom Lappin

Ossified
OSSIAN
Assembly Rooms

I wEnt to see Ossian expecting an evening of fine entertainment. Their credentials
are impeccable; for many
years they have been one of
Scotland's top folk groups
and have released a succession of albums highlighting
their traditional acoustic
sound. In the event, I was to

come away from the Assem- still looked as if they were
bly Rooms feeling slightly dis- merely going through the
motions. It is time they and
appointed.

Can It I
"Exciting,
outrageous,
unpredictable," said the official publicity-blurb. Wrong.
Ege Barn Yasi are desperately
predictable. I was looking
forward to this gig - I'd
never seen the band before
but had heard exotic whispers
of giant crucifixes, onstage
baby-oil, whips, seven-foot
phalluses, psychotic versions
of Let's Get Physical, and a
song called Jesus Bakes His
Own Bread.

ing become something boring.
Ege Barn Yasi are two keyboard
players in shades and funny hats,
and· a twirling girl singer. They
made me think of lots of other
bands. On one hand they sometimes sounded a bit like Bronski
Beat, or New Order, without
being as good as either. Then
again they also reminded me
slightly of Kraftwerk, or even
l:llondie. But they weren't even as
good as them.
The building was thronged with
photographers and some geezer
making a video of the show. ·The
guest list revealed the presence of
Sounds and Smash Hits, but
it wasn't until about halfu,ay
through their 30-minute set that I
realised why I didn't like them .

OK, thinks me , this lot sound
pretty dinky. Sadly, all such postTubes excess has limped off for a
shower, and now we have just
another synthy-pop band who
allowed
themselves to
be
upstaged by a stand-up comedian
pretending to be Morrissey (as if
the real one wasn't laughable
enough!). I'm not deriding them
for not being what I'd been led to
expect. I'm deriding them for hav-

They could have stepped onto the
stage straight out of "Top of the
Pops" - which is no doubt whe re
they'll end up. They did nothing J
haven 't heard done much better
elsewhere, and the only remotely
original thing about them was
their admittedly magnificent
name .
I was disappointed and bored
- they'll go far.
Graham Meikle

EGEBAMYASI
Assembly Rooms

Not that they were bad. Far perhaps other bands looked to
from it, their musical ability is their laurels and become more
unquestionable and adequately innovative, otherwise they will be
attested to on their records. But deservedly outstripped by the
they have become jaded and their growing number of excellent
performance seemed to me to be young acts entering the folk
formalised and dull. Ossian bear arena.
Andy Shearer,
all the hallmarks of the mature
folk band and wear their moustaches and open-necked shirts , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ,
with pride (beards and bald bits
optional, but recommended) and
readily conform to the conventions that status seems to entail;
Well don't say you weren't warntd, this is your very last chance to vote in Student's illustrithey sing a traditional song, then
they play a set of tunes - both ous first Reader's Poll. Yes, once handed in, your votes will be skilfully moulded into an
complete with standard introduc- utterly worthless but nevertheless fascinating record of what you, the few who bothered to
tions and very unfunny quips and enter, think about last year's crap that we call music. The last moment you can legally get
merry banter. This is not to say those votes in will be 2 pm on FRIDAY; ie tomorrow. Time is short but life is full, so vote.
that experience and longevity Thank you and good-bye.
inevitably results in cliched and
tired music - the Battlefield Band ..............................................•........•.........•......•.......................... ..... .•....
Band, for instance , bely that easMale Singer ...........................•................................................................•....•...
ily.
But what was sadly lacking Female Singer ............................................................................................... · · ·
from this concert was any sense of
enjoyment,
spontaneity
or New Act. ............................. , ........................................................................... .
humour , a fatal omission for a folk
Local Act ................................................................................ , ...................... :
band. This music thrives on
warmth, emotion and contact bet- LP ................................................................................................................ .
ween audience and musicians,
that's why it's called folk music. Single ....................-.......................... .'...................................... ; ...................... .
Worst still, conditions were per- Live Act ......................................................................................................... .
fect for a good, intimate concert
- a small, compact venue, filled DJ··················································································································
with an enthusiastic audience -it Most Wonderful Person
should have; been impossible to
play a bum gig, but Ossian Most Horrible Person ..................................... : ............................................. •· · · · ·

STUDENT READERS' POLL 1985

·······································································-··············

Suck and Blow

Turd ......................................................................•.•.....................................
Male Sex Symbol ............................................................................................. .
Female Sex Symbol ..................................................................... , .................... . .
Biscuit ...............••...•...................................................•........••....•.....•.....••..•....

Photo: Keith Cohen

(N.B.: The best "biscuit" category is the token novelty spot. Will it be Jaffa Cakes, Plain
Chocolate Digestives or what? Zany, huh??)

70LD F/SHMARKETCLOSE
EDINBURGH
03(-225 5428

Once completed, either send or hand in your entries to the Student offices at 48 The Pleasance.
Or stick them in one of the Student Collection Boxes in the Mandela Centre Shop, DHT
· Basement and the Teviot Row servitors' desk. Entries to be in no later than Friday, 28th
February.

Work goes ahead at Pleasance
Michael Moore outlines the proposed improvements to be
made in the Pleasance over the next few years.
The post-war planners and
kiosk minus its door to reinforce
architects who dealt with the Plea- the image, the street creates a
sance area of Edinburgh must rather depressing atmosphere.
have had a twisted sense of · The reason for the cleared sites
humour as well as a chronic insenwhich have been neglected fo~
sitivity towards their surround- . almost 20 years, lies in ambitious
ings. According to the Collins
plans once held to have a fastEnglish Dictionary, a pleasance is
moving trunk road routed from
"a secluded part of a garden laid
the city centre along the Pleasance
out with trees, walks , etc" .
to connect with the main roads
Matching this definition with the
reality of wasteland and dilapidated terracing typical of the Pleasance would, for most people, be
an extremely difficult task.
Caught up and somewhat iso-'
lated in the area are parts of the
Universwity which until recently,
many have argued, have lost out
for being outside the immediate
catchmen t area of George
Square.
Walking down to the Pleasance
Sports Centre or the Societies'
Council buildings from Pollock
Halls , the widely acclaimed
architecture of the Scottish
Widows building soon aples from
the memory as the individual is
confronted by the aesthetic charm
of a scruffy secondhand car
dealership and the first of what
heading out to the south, the A68
are euphemistically termed " gap
and the A 7. Somehow the demolsites". Rock-strewn and weed-ridition experts had completed their
den they look more like potential
job before the financiers or the
rubbish tips than "secluded parts
planners had been able to agree
of a garden".
on the final plans. The plans
In the Pleasance proper the paswhich were made were quietly
ser-by cannot fail to notice the
dropped.
architectural splendour of what
Now, with the road plans long
was once a pub called The Rock (a
forgotten, there are signs that the
suitably unglamorous name) but
Pleasance is at last going to be
is now the Lismore Rugby Club.
fevitalised with the University
With a few more pieces of waste
playing a not insignificant role in
ground and the odd telephone

the process.
Over the past few years the
facilities at the Sports Centre have
been steadily improved . New
squash courts have added to the
amenities, attracting the occasional sportsman or woman to the
Pleasance alongside the keep-fit
fanatic and the committed team
sportsperson. The facilities are
being used more frequently , too ,
but this has created problems.

photo: S. Spizer
With a large , sprawling complex , information about what happens where and who is entitled to
use what and when is of
paramount importance. The entrance area is seen as crucial in providing this information and up
until now. this has been a weakness in the building. In the next
stage of work at the Sports
Centre, starting in march, th'is will
be rectified. A bright and easily
understandable reception area

will end any confusion and
enhance the amenities, it is
hoped.
Those attracted to the facilities
will notice that the old garage
which previously dominated the
entrance to the car park has been
removed. This is to be followed
by a resurfacing of the car park
itself. The whole area is to be
landscaped as well and the Sports
Centre should, by the time of the
Commonwealth Games in June ,
have an exterior which matches
the quality of its interior.
The Games have , according to
staff in the PE Department, acted
to a certain extent as a catalyst for·
the latest improvements in the
sports facilities. This is also true of
the road-widening scheme which
Lothian Regional Council are
implementing at the moment at
'the bottom of the Pleasance. It
will not become the trunk road
once imagined, it is true , but the
improve ments to the traffic flow
as a result will make driving in the
area a quicker process. The
bottleneck at the crossroads will,
it is hoped , be alleviated in plenty
of time to deal with the crakshots
and their entourages during the
Commonwealth Games .
These changes, significant · in
.themselves , are not, however , the
ones which will eradicate the
bomb-site infage associated with
the Pleasance.
The most striking changes will
come over the next few years as a
number of different building
programmes reach fruition.
Already the University has
built a large block of flats at the
south end of the Societies' Centre,
b&ck to back with a small private

development.
The Ii t of future building in the
area is impressive: the Edinvar
Housing Association is building
65 houses opposite the Societies'
Council and Student offices; the
Scottish Special Housing Association plans to build 75 houses;
plans from other housing associa-.
tions will stretch the building area
up towards St Leonard's and,
latest to arrive on the scene, there
are plans by Edinburgh District
Council to build 120 family-sized
homes in the area by 1989.
A recent Evening News editorial commented: ". . life for
many of the tenants consigned to
high-flat living in particular is a
misery . Edinburgh has sustained
against all the odds, a lived-in city
centre, and that must be encouraged and built on''. The pleasance
has missed out on the "lived-i n"
aspect, but all this is set to change.
The total amowlt of mo ney
being spent in the Pleasance over
the next few years will be well
over £6 million , a not inconsiderable sum for the construction
industry in the middle of a recession. Not all the gaps are going to
be filled , but the area should
become less of an isolated outpost.
The building work does not , as
far as can be made out, include
any plans for "secluded gardens",
but by increasing the number of
people in the area and shaping an
infrastructure freed from the
planning blight of the 1960s the
original meaning of the " Pleasance" might not appear as, in
some ways it does now , as some
sort of sick joke.

Point of information
Tonight in Teviot Edinburgh University is host to this year's final of
the Observer Mace. The Mace is the most prestigious competition in University debating, and the role call of previous winners reads like a 'Whos
Who' of public figures - including Donald Dewar and John Smith MP
both judges for t~is evening's event.
either point of view, even if on
The history of the Mace goes
occasions they hold strong opiback 32 years, when the National
nons to the contrary.
Union of Students decided to
Edinburgh's own debating
organise a national debating tourunion isn't represented tonight
nament. In 1953 the President of
and has only won the Mace on one
the NUS Fred Cairns was fortuoccasion in 1961, when Russell
nate that he approached Kenneth
Johnston was part of the EdinHarris of the Observer to fund the
burgh team. But Edinburgh has
project. Mr Harris already had a
reputation for debating at the -had some success this year with
finalists in both the Scottish
Oxford Union, and in his debating
Maiden Speeches and
the
career accompanied Tony Benn
Scotsman. Tom Maguire this
and Lord Edward Boyle on a tour
of America. The newspaper's year's secretary of Debates
applauded both performances ,
enthusiasm for the tournament has
but still felt that Edinburghhad
been sustained throughout its hisenough talent to have a team in
tory , and in 1977 when the NUS
tonights final.
decided to give up organising the
But whilst Edinburgh is well
Mace · the Observer continued
with ~he event both organising organised shown by this year's
debates and guest speakers, stuand spo nsoring it.
Kenneth Harris' support for the dents are often afraid to voice
competition is part of his their own opinions. Edinburgh
philosophy that we live in a society. students will go along to a debate
governed by debate. ·The art ot to sit and be entertained, instead
debating is part of the Parliamen- of taking the opportunity of a pubtary House and the bGard room , lic forum . One of the principles
but it also determines decisions in behind debates is that they should
m~ny walks of life . Debating is serve as a voice for students. It is
both sustenance and testimony to not an exclusive society. it is not
technically a society at all, but one
a free democracy.
To encourage the idea that of the committees which make up
debating is based on participation EUSA . Any student can put forand not just a performance from ward a possible debate and
individuals the motions debated suggestions are discu_ssed in an
in the Ma~e are usually current open committee meeting at 1 pm
issues which will invite public every Tuesday in Teviot.
The effect that a successful
interest and opinion. This evening's motion will be "This House Debating Union can have in a
would ban all experimentation on university is seen on the west
human embryoes." ·When sensi- coast at Glasgow Umvers1ty.
tive issues are mvolved a good Glasgow has a long debating ~rad
debator must be abie to champion \tion and Kenneth Harns b~heves

that debating is not just a hobby at
the Universitv but an integral part
of its life. It ~ay be true that success breeds success, but Glasgow's success is based on participation from students who may
throw in only one sentence dunng
a debate. From this background
Glasgow has two teams in
tonight's final who will be taking
on teams from Oxford and Kings
Dublin.
One of the speakers for Glasgow will be Kerry Flynbn , ranked
fourth in the world this year and
shows that females can be .sue-

cessful in debating. But debating want to acquire .... the more our
still does seem to be dominated by decisions are arrived at by
male speakers. Edinburgh's own reasoned argument, the more
Debating Union has always been rational our society will be."
open to women but it is only in the
last 25 year~ that they have been In higher education at a time
allowed to take part in Debates at when Universities are being critiOxford.
cised for under representation
Kenneth Harris in his introduc- of individuals. debating gives st ution to this year's competition dents the right to voice their own
summarises the importance in his opinion.
view of debating:
Lorraine Telford
"It is a skill which the reasonable
man or woman who seeks to influence the decisions of others will

• Tonight's debate in the Teviot
Debating Hall. Matric cards will
be checked at the door.

Tuxedos and Taffeta
Edinburgh
University's Band with a range of ceilidh , jazz
Colonial Society is hosting a and disco musicand the Bryan
Robertson Band, a well known
Charity Ball at Prestonfield Edinburgh jazz group.
'
House on Saturday night. The
The Colonial Society was set up
profit, which is expected to be two years ago by Sally Buck and
about £1000, will be donated the current President Mike
to Save the Children Fund Brown. A small ball was held
before Christmas for the society's
and Tibetan Exiles Charity.
Single tickets cost £13.50 for the
dance and four course meal or £7
for the dance . Two bands will be
·playing
the Kenny Duncan

members and friends. Its success
encouraged the organisers to "try
something much more ambitious"
- 400 people are expected on

Saturday and Prince edward has
been invited. among the guests
are a group of French and Belgians and there are also AIESEC
members from all over the world .
Some tickets are still available
and will be sold at Teviot Row
House at lunchtime today (Thursday) and tomorrow . Failing that
contact either of th.: ball organisers: Julia Peach 229 0806 or Steve
Lucas 225 4068.
Jacqueline Brown

SITUATION VACANT

PRE-UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE
DIRECTOR 1987
Applications close 2.00 p.'m. Wednesday, 5th March, 1986.
Form and further details from
EUSA Offices.
•
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Religion:

A Great Divide
Following a motion successfully
passed at November's AGM condemoing the sectarian policy practised by Rangers FC, Louise
Johnstone looks at the roots of religious discrimination in Scotland.

Rangers fan on the way to Scottish
by "attacking Catholics at home,
At the football level religion is
at work, and in their place of wor- " Every Loyalist is invited to.
often used as a mascot. With Rangers it is something deeper and . ship. " Yet in 1936 with the co- attend to show their respect for a
operation of the Conservative great British leader (Mountbatmore serious. Owen DudleyParty the PAS gained 31 % of the ten) and also to register their utter
Edwards - Reader of History at
vote in the municipal elections. contempt for the IRA and their
Edinburgh University-said that
While the fortunes of the society RC followers throughout Brihearing_ the rabid anti-Catholilater declined , attacks against tain ."
cism of some Rangers supporte~s
(From a Scottish Loyalist leafCatholics and Catholic institumade you aware "that you do run
tions did not. In the l 970's it let distributed inside lbrox Park in
into people who really resent the
became necessary to close 1983).
existence of Catholics on the
It has long been believed by
Catholic churches when not in use
planet. "
for Mass after a series of destruc- Catholics that they are discrimiThe sectarianism of Rangers
nated against in employment . In
FC can be placed in the context of tive attacks.
The PAS still exists in Edin- Ireland this is a fact. In Scotland it
a long anti-Catholic tradition in
Scotland. In 1560 the reformation burgh today. Scotland also con- is difficult to establish how wideParliament banned the Mass and tains the Orange order and the spread the practice of discriminaoutlawed papal authority. As late Scottish Loyalists. A spokesman tion is. Whether or not it is largely
as 1924 a Catholic procession in for the Edinburgh University Uls- a Catholic myth - the propensity
the village of Carfin was stopped
ter Unionist Student Orga'lisation to view themselves as the underit was still illegal for a priest to said that "the majority of those dog-fuel is given to this belief by
appear in public in his official ves- who march in annual support of the blatant discrimination that
tments. The Roman Catholic the Orange Order in Scotland do exists in other areas as seemingly
Relief Act of 1926 removed all so for anti-Catholic reasons. " He diverse as Rangers FC a nd the
remaining discrimination against stated that people in Ireland sup-. British constitution . The toleraCatholics, but did not remove th~ ported the Orange Order for tion of these instances of sec-

constitutional ban on a Catholic
becoming Prime Minister, Lord
Chancellor or Monarch. This discriminative legislation is still in
operation today and is described
by Archbishop Winning as a " terrible slight" on Catholics. Legal
arguments are still used in the·
1980's to endorse an anti-Catholic
position . The Church of Scotland's, Westminster Confession
of Faith was invoked at the time of
the Papal visit in 1982. This document declares that the Pope is the
anti-Christ and has no legal
authority in Scotland.
The tradition of Protestant militancy found new strength in the
1930's. In Edinburgh, John Cormack led the Protestant Action
Society (PAS) which was "the
most successful religious grouping
in British politics. " It functioned

reasons of tradition and that the
marches were a "folk festival",
not an endorsement of at\tiCatholic feeling. The Orange
Order in Scotland, he said had
" no historical reason for existence." Although the situation
was to be regretted he felt that it
was not a major problem. Certainly it is true that the internal
wranglings and scandals of the
Orange order provoke more
interest among the majority of
people in Scotland than do their
sectarian ideals.
· The Scottish Loyalists were
formed by young members of the
Orange Order in the 1980's.
Ostensibly they exist to provide
opposition to Republican support. In their literature they seem
-to equate Roman Catholicism
with the IRA.

tarianism creates a climate in
which it is almost socially acceptable to be anti-Catholic. Certainly,
not all discrimination against
Catholics is legend. In 1985, the
Chief Executive of the Royal
National Mission for Deep-Sea

Cup Final 1983.
the mission but I had not mtenctect
in ta king it as far as appointing a
Catholic."
The segregation of statefinanced schools in Scotland into
Catholic and non-denominational
perpetu ates the divisiveness of the
two communities , although it is
understood that there was a real
need-for State RC schools when
they were established under the

"The Protestant Boys are a jovial crew,
Their book-keeping antics are comical too.
The Protestant Boys all declare to the last,
that none should examine their dubious past.
But Ratcliffe will some tales could tell. And Cormack, as well some facts
could display.
But the mystery mounts how their keep their accounts.
For the Protestant Boys will on no account way.
From "The Protestant Boys"
courtesy of Hamish Henderson.
Education (Scotland) Act 1918.
Mr Archie MacPherson , an exheadmaster believes that the
segregation of schools encourages
enclosed thinking. This is a view
shared by many interested parties. Supporters of the present system claim that it is not segregation
but more a fulfillment of the needs
of both communities. Perhaps it is
the existence of separate schools
which helps maintain the idea of
there being two communities
Edinburgh University Catholic
Chaplain, ~at her Geraghty said
that schools were not as polemic
as they used mto be. 'Ghetto
Catholicism' no longer existed
and immense progress had been
made. Edinburgh University's
Chaplain Rev . Shanks, said that
"the re was no educational or
social case to be made for the existence of RC schools." Father
Lawson , Vica r Episcopal for Education in the Archdiocese of St.
Andrews and Edinburgh , felt that
for the faith to be taught effectively there must be harmony between the home , the church and
the school " You cannot present
children with the conflict of a
Christian home environment and
a non-Christian school environment." The question that divides
both sides and to which they must
address themselves is whether the
desegragation of schools would

"If one hundred thousand men in Glasgow think the same.
What chance have we to set the world to right.
To defend the rights of man both when and where we can.
When the colour of your scarf can start a fight."
·
From 'Brighton Here We Come'
courtesy of Hamish Henderson
Fishermen , was sacked after 14
days when it was discovered that
he was a Catholic. The chairman
irv a letter to Viscount Thurso (a
council .member, who resigned
over the issue) said "I wanted· to
open up the religious approach of

_!>ecame a criminal_ offence to
speak the . Gaelic language
because of its associations with
Catholicism. In 1709, 'The Society for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge' was founded. Its
aim was to establish schools
throughout the Gaidhealtachd the Gaelic speaking area of scotland - which would obliterate all
popery and impose the English
language and culture on the

make for a secular or ultimately~
more Christian society.
Sectarianism in Scotland has
always had racist overtones. During the 17th century Catholicism
was identified as being synonymous with the Gaelic race. In 1600 it

people.
The arrival of large numbers of
Irish Catholics in the 19th century
intenSified the sectarian-racist
approach. In 1923 (when the
majority of immigran ts were at
least second or third generation
iris~) a Church of Scotland report
claimed that the Irish race was displacing the Scottish race and that
racial conflict would inevitably
follow as "the Scottish people
realise the seriousness of the
menace to their own racial supremacy in their native land. "
Varfous cultural and moral
traits were attributed to those of
Irish stock that were felt to be
detrimental to the Scot. Significantly it has never been suggested
that the assimilation of the Protestant Irish into Scotland created
any problem. It is only Catholicism that has led to fears of racial
incompatibility.
The 1980's have seen a new
development in the sectarianracist link . There has been a conce rted atte mpt to racialise Scottish politics. Dundee and Glasgow
where traditionally support for
the Orange Order has always
been high are both racist strongholds. Supporte rs · of sectarianism appear keen to embrace
the National Front - ·except
when the NF candidate is found to
be a Catholic, as was the case in a
Protestant area of Glasgow in the
.
late 1970's.
However , given that Scotland
has so much tradition in anllCatholicism and has tjle potential
for extreme sectarian conflict, 1t is
perhaps surprising that sectarianism is as weak as it is. Its
influence would appear to be on
the decline. Areas that are identified in this article are some of its
last bastions.

-

Photo courtesy of Scottish Arts
Council and Third Eye Centre,
Glasgow.

" Er. yeah . .. we could go out
for a drink , but . .. but ... " But
. why not go to the Assembly
Rooms instead?
For three weeks every Augusr
the Assembly Rooms in George
Street are transformed into the
Waverley Market of the Festival
Fringe, with dozens of acts performin g in spaces of various ambiences from the grand ballroom
theatre down to the intimate supper room - plus late bar! - it's a
by Peter Golyadkin.
festival in itself, in fact:· step off
the London train , nip up to the
!\ave missed Ossian, Ege Barn
- Ass Rooms , and don 't emerge
Yasi, TAB in Hard Times, Ukelele
aga in fo r three weeks , having
Pete, Swing '86, The Millies and
experience d something unique.
The Vicious Boys. But still to
' Unique' because for the rest of
come are Fini Tribe and Pop
the year , nothing more exciting
Wallpaper (Thursday 27th at
happens in that part of the New
8.30), The Big Show (Friday and
Town than the occasional Craft
Saturday at 8.30), Tony and Derek
Fair, IBM conference and in Wagner's Ring (Tues 4th and
Oddball (you'll have heard about Wed 5th at 7.30) and Simon Fanthat disgraceful event a couple oi shawe and Urban Warriors
weeks ago which featured several (Thurs at 8 pm). One of the
hundred Dim Young Things setimpressive things about the seating off fire alarms, breaking 200 son (apart from the fact that ticglasses, assaulting a firechief and
kets are only £1.50 for students) is
perpetrating a b_omb hoax . etc.
the geograph ical and styl ist ic mix
That is , until now. For we're achieved in the selection of acts
curre ntly halfway through a three- without any standards being lowweek season of events organised ered: there are several of the big
by ex-7:84 administrator Kate • names on the 'Alternat ive Circuit'
Craik designed to open up the there.
.
Assembly Rooms throughout the The ·Big Show is a three-hour
_ year as a venue for cabaret, music variety show featuring local
and drama. Th is is one example of cabaret and musical acts and
the good things being achieved by :hosted by your very own The
th e Labour council's arts-for-the- Merry Mac Fun Show. Indeed
the Merry Macs were largely
people policy.
If this is the first you've heard of responsible for organising the
the season , then you'll already shows, feeling that the . growing

Merry
Macs
Preview

numberof good cabaret acts in the
Edinburgh area could generate an
evening of superb entertainment ,
particularly if combined with a
late bar. and sure enough, there is
a bar open from 7.30 till I am on
Friday, and from 7 .30 till midnight on Saturday. And th e lineup of acts promises great things.
As well as the Merry macs, who
will be serving up tasty whangs of
their traditional tartan terrorism
all night , both shows will feature
Susie Macguire , a very funny
stand-up comic; Volunteer Slavery, with the rhythms of the urban
jungle; Theatre International,
someti.me transvestite fire-eaters; and the Wildcat Band. from
the socialist theatre company of
that ilk. Additionally there will be
special guests both nights: on Friday there will be the Brighton Bot\le Orchestra (who were recently
on Wogan , just a couple of
months after the Merry Macs);
Victor and Barry ('' the pride of
Kelvinside" - described in last
week's Swdem as "cabaret aces" ,
though I think that was a misprint
for "cabaret acts") and Froggen
Hoppen (who will be making their
first public appearance; they
include ex-members of the infam'ous George and Dode comedy
duo , famed for their "Trout make
good condoms but never use a
pike" sketch). On Saturday night
the guests will be slapstick-mimecomics The Elastic Whippet
Theatre Company , plus much
enjoyed local band We Free
Kings.

The other Edinburgh
Behind the gloss lies a darker side to Edinburgh - in three-part series, we focus on three
areas which generate problems in the city. This week David Calderwood and Peter
Cruickshank outline the treatment of the mentally-handicapped in Edinburgh.

When we speak of mental
handicap, we are concerned first
and foremos t with intellectual
retardation. Whatever causes it,
mental handicap is not an illness,
to be relieved or cured in the medical sense. It is a permanent disability which can be helped by education and training .
Just under 50,000 mentally
· handicapped people live in hospital , 6,000 of them children. The
.'colonies' or long-stay institutions
they live in were designed with the
assumption that treatment was
not possible. They were built for
custodial care, undertaken with
varying degrees of humanity.
A plan of hospital closures was
.announced in 1961 which forecast
that the acute population of mental hospitals was to drop by half in
the following ten years, and that
the long-term population was ulti:mately to dwindle to zero. In their
place was to be a new era of coooeration
between
local

authorities and health services:
the mentally handicapped would
be able to live in the commu~tty
·and receive education just like the
rest of us.
There was a genuine spurt of
developments in the early 70's. but
there has been a slowdown smce
about 1976 under the impact of
financial constraint. A report on
services for the mentafly handicapped in Scotland in 1979 referred to a shortfall of about 2,000
places in local authority and voluntary residential homes. In adult
training centre, where mentally
hanl;licapped people receive education and training, the shortfall
was 3,000 places.
Those who are severely handicapped, usually suffering from a
clear-cut brain pathology or
Down's syndrome, tend to
improve little and be bedfast and
incontinent. But most other chtldrens' incapacity is temporary:
they can improve dramatically if

For whom does the Bell toll?

!OPINION I
The Faculty of Music replies to last week's Opinion when
Helen Bell criticised the availability of practice rooms at
Edinburgh University.
Our first complaint concerns
the misleading placement of this
article in the Opinion column on
the Features Pages - we would
have thought that the S1uden1
would have known better than to
publish such a one-sided and illresearched piece of journalism. It
should have been printed on the
Letters page, if at all.
Ms Bell should, in future , be
more sure of her facts: the practice studios are open until 6 pm on
Saturdays, not only until 12.30pm
as she says. And there are four
pianos available in Pollock Halls,
which she also refrains from mentioning.
May we present a few facts and
figures of our own , which should
belie the completely false impression of an insular and ogrish
faculty that this article gi\les:
I. Every non-faculty student
(Who applies) is allocated three
or four practice times a week
and more if they need it (at the
discretion of the Concert Secretary - whom Ms Bell never
once went to see before writing
this article). Times can also be
altered or changed later in the
year if required.
2. During the day (9 am to 5 pm)
seven non -faculty students , on
average, have bookings every
hour in the studios.
3. In the evenings (5 pm to 9 pm)
this number is increased to
nine or ten, and on Saturdays
to ten or 12!
Therefore, if as Ms Bell
describes there is .. an array of
keys ... indicating that there
are spare rooms" in the evenings it is because non-faculty
students have not bothered to
use their pre-booked times,
thjs in fact happens in about 40
per cent of cases, and this
figure increases as the terms go
by.
4. There are four-five extra practice rooms in the Reid concert
Hall (without pia~os}° for use
by any student with a particularly noisy instrument (ie bagpipes or brass) as the soundproofing in the faculty is so bad
that the library would by unusable were these restrictions not
implemented.
Helen
Bell should also,

perhaps, compare the facilities
offerecL by the Edinburgh Music
Faculty with those of other universities with reputable music
courses: King's College, London,
has two practice rooms, as do
Stirling, St Andrews and Cambridge. Queen 's, Belfast, has
four, Sheffield has six and in
Oxford a non-music student is
lucky to get one hour a week in a
practice room .
The most important people
who are not considered at all in
the article are the music students
themselves who are , after all, taking degrees in Music and therefore must be given preferential
treatment. The practice rooms
function for them in the nature of
a specialist departmental library;
in the same way a one needs to
dip into a variety of reference
books on every visit to a library, a
music student must have constant
access to a piano for short periods
throughout the day. A common
misconception amongst nonmusic students is that a music
degree -&imply involves performance - the pianos are, in fact.
used for a whole variety of purposes.
The most erroneous statement
in that whole article and one
which caused general hilarity in
our "insular" common room

wa~

as follows: "at least half the
[music] students live amongst lovers of music and are able to prac·
tice at home (more than a lot of us
can) and quite a few have pianos
at home". We have done a quick
survey, and· in total three students
out of the 70 in the faculty have
access to a piano at home. Most of
the first and second years live in
Pollock anyway.
Finally , may we suggest that if
Ms Bell takes an hour to "warm
up" before practising_ that she (a)
sees a doctor abou t her circulation
or (b) uses the hot water from one
of the ten handbasins freely available for l2 hours of the day in the
faculty basement and then sticks
her fingers in the fully automated
electric hot hand drier.
Katie Carter,
Sheenagh Massey,
on behalf of all stude nts in
the Music Faculty.

Actually gettmg to meet people
group in a minibus, or maybe on
TV. There is little opportunity to from places like Gogarburn
see someone from this stereotype changes your how you think about
them. When you have to react to
Pho10: John lin sav
as an individual.
they h<!Vt: pus1L1ve 1rea1inent ,
Gogarburn is where most of the individuals with their own personinstead of the barrack ward.
mentally handicapped · people ality, abilities and character, it is
Older poorly staffed hospitals from the Lothians are put. It looks impossible to stick to your old
areno treatment, with their condi- like a 30's council estate, with two opinions.
Remember, mentally handtions of inflexible, regimented story blocks scattered about on a
treatment ,
depersonalisation sea of grass. Gogarburn is well icapped people are people. They
(especially the lack of possessions away from the rest of-Edinburgh ·have been placed at the bottom of
and clothes); the social distance of - out of sight, out of mind, the pile because society thinks the
staff shown by uniforms, separate perhaps?
intellect is everything. They are
canteens and giving orders rather
In a way it's 'normal people· then kept at the bo!tom by being
·
than talking.
who gain most from meeting the shut away in institutions which
As things are, the majority of men and women their society has can destroy even the strongest.
subnormal children will simply chosen to ignore. It is the 'nor- The main thing that must be consinever get the chance to. discover mals' who have to learn to see the dered is how mentally handicaptheir own human potential.
individual behind the stereotype, ped men and women could enable
The problem of stereotypes especially now that more mentally themselves to live in the fullest
clouds most people's thinking of handicapped people are living a11d most satisfying life possible.
mentally handicapped people. away from large institutions.
Everyone has preconceptions: say
·If you want to find out more, or work with mentally hand'scientist' to someone from
George Square and they're pretty icapped people , speak to SCAG. (the student commum.ty
sure to think of a KB Bozo. But at action group). SCAG has contacts m four areas.: drama., v1stt·1east they're likely to know one or ing places in Edinburgh, a social club and helpmg at W11lowtwo science students. The only brae School.
.
contact most students have with
The sCAG office, in the Societies' Centre, the Pleasance, ts
mentally handicapped people is at
a distance: glimpses caught of a open between 1 pm and 3 pm, phone 5571121.
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A ticket to Europe
The begumings
Interrailing in Europe started
in 1972 when the Union of International Railways instigated the
Interrail scheme to mark the 50th
year of the international transport
law. Since its beginning the
scheme has dramatically gained in
popularity. It has become one of
the most common ways "to do"
Europe on the cheap and has
therefore been extremely popular
with students.

Every year thousands of young people set off to the Continent rucksack on these countries unless you are wilback, Interrail card in hand. For many it will be their first travelling alone. ling to pay.
Ishbel Matheson offers a personal assessment of Interrailing, points out What to take?
some of the pitfalls and offers some advice on how to extract the maximum At the most basic level _
pleasure and minimum pain from your month's Interrailing.
money! In whatever form you

What does the Interrail card
entitle you to?
' The ·ordinary Interrail costs
and is avai lable to anyone
under 26. It is valid for one calendar month and allows you to
travel throughout the vast majority of European countries, from
Norway and Sweden in the north
to Spain and Portugal in the
south. It can also take you 1-, '110re
exotic destinations - such as
Morocco in North Africa, or the
European part of Turkey, just on
the fringes of Asia.
The Interrail ticket allows you
half-price rail travel In Britain and
Ireland - although if you want to
get the most out of your month 's
travel abroad you would be well
advised to start using your Jnterrail when you get to the Continent. It is also probably cheaper
to catch an overnight coach to
London and another to Dover
than it is to travel for half-price by
train.
There is also another kind of
lnterrail card which has only been
in operation for a few years. This
ticket operates under the same
conditions as the ordinary Interrail but it also allows you to travel
on some ferry lines. The FerryInterrail card costs around £145
but as it is a relatively new card
there are only a few ferry lines
which it operates on -it does no/.
operate on the ferries which run to ·
the Greek Islands. Perhaps the
most important line where it does
operate is the Athens-Brindisi
~119

Venice: St Mark 's Square
run. However, as the cost of a ticket for this trip only costs you
about £25 anyway, it is cheaper to
buy the ferry tickets separately
rather than the Ferry-lnterrail
card. The only advantage that the
Ferry-Interrail card does offer is
that it saves you from being ripped
off at the port by people selling
. ferry tickets at inflated prices.

Who goes Interraiiing?
Not everyone is suited to interrailing. Long hours spent on trains
offers a very idiosyncratic kind of
enjoyment.
ideal holiday is lazing around on a
beach, getting a suntan, hitting
the trendy night-spots in the evening, fine, but do not expect lnterrailing to be liICe that. Very often
it is boring; hanging arowid in a
village in the middle of nowhere,
waiting on a train . It is often

p~oto:

Adrian Cooper

accompany you on every tnp. :>ometimes these can be urchased
Toilet facilities are usually pretty at the border, otherwise you will
basic anyway and it is amazing -have to get them before you leave
what foreign food can do to your this country. Check that you do
stomach given the gentle motion not need a visa for any of the
of a train.
countrie§ you are planning to visit
The Interrail pass allows you before you leave Britain. ·
second-class travei on most trains Another point to remember is
throughout Europe. The only ·that not all European countries
are covered by the Interrail card,
Anything is possible on a train, a great meal, a binge, a visit so do not plan to travel through

uncomfortable; sitting up in a
crowded train carriage all night.
Nor do you have the security of a
hotel room to return to at night you are frequently deposited on
the platform of a station in · a
strange city. In these situations
you have to employ a bit of initiative and find yourself a safe place

from card players, an intrigue, a goo{i night's sleep, and
strange monologues framed like Russian short stories.
Paul Theroux, The Great Railway Bazaar
to sleep at night. Having said all
that , if you are the right kind of
person, willing to gamble a little
and disregard the dirt and discomfort, Interrailing can be the
"Great Adventure" that the
British Rail pundits call it. Not
that lnterrailing is the last word in

photo: Alison Symon
travelling. When you are on your
trek around Europe, you will
meet people who have been "on
the road" for several years. C0 mpan_:d to them, lnterrailers an
mere novices.

The trains:

exceptions to this a_re the express
trains, such as the French TGV. If
you want to catch one of!hese you
must pay a supplementary fare.
Other extras include paying for
sleeping accommodation - a
couchette or a sleeping car. You
must also pay if you wish to
reserve a seat fo a long journey.

think safest (traveller's cheques
credit card etc.). It is also a good
idea to take some loose money in
the currency of the countries you
are planning to visit in case you
get stuck at a station in the middle
of the night with nowhere to cash
a. traveller's cheque. There are
various ways to carry your money,
but the most popular (and probably the most sensible) is a
moneybelt in which you can keep
your money , passport and valuables . It is not exactly beautifying
to have a permanent lump around
your stomach, but it's a lot better
than being like some poor souls
we met who had lost all their
money and possessions.
Apart from your moneybelt,
the most important possession
you will take with you is your
rucksack. A backpack is an lnterrailer's trademark and it passes
you into a very unique community
of people. Your rucksack
becomes your home for a month
but that does not mean you pack
all your worldly possessions in it
There is nothing worse
than struggling three miles to a
youth hostel with a rucksack that
is too heavy for you. The best.
advice that was given to us
before we went lnterrailing, was
put everythmg we wantea to take
with us on a bed - then half it

Free Interrail card to be won
Interrail gives a student the unique opportunity to travel through·
out the "treasure house" of Europe for a month. During the time
abroad a student may visit the cultural capitals of Europe and also
get his/her first taste of the travelling life.
Student in association with British Rail, is offering students at
Edinburgh University the chance to save £119 and win a free Interrail pass.
A second prize is a free rail-ticket, first class, between any two
British Rail Stations.
The Interr.ail c;ard is valid for any month which the winner chooses.
Equally there is no time-limit on when the free rail-ticket can be
used.
All you have to do to win either of these prizes is to unscramble the
letters below to form the names of the twenty-one Inter rail countries.
Competition entries should be handed in to the Student offices (or
red Student boxes) before the 14th March.
Answers

On the face of it this might seem a
good idea, but watch out, because
there are several pitfalls. We got
caught having to pay a reservation
fee each time we passed through a
different country, going to
Austria from Turkey. Another
problem is that people on the
Continent, particularly on the
1. LEGUMlJI ......... ... ...................... ·· ·············· ········ ··
busy lines further south, do not
2. LA YTI ..... ....... .......... .. .. ............... ...... .... ... .......... .. ... .
seem to be so sensitive to the sanc3. COCOMOR .. .... .... .. ....... ................ .. ..... .... ......... .. .
tity of booked seats as we are. If
4. TLSEIRWDAZN .. ................... ........ .... ...... .... .... .. .. ... .
you are getti"ng on a train at two
o'clock in the morning and there is
5. EYUTRK .................. ... ............. ...... .... .. .... .. ..... .. .
someone sitting, or worse, sleep6. WEEDSN ....... ... ........................... .... ...... ..... ······ ···· ···
ing in your seat, your chances of
7. KMEDNAR .... ... ., ........... .. . ....... .. ....... .... .. ....... .. ...... .. .
prising them out are practically
8. GLUPOTAR .... ...... ......... ... ., ........... ...... .. .... .
nil. It is usually a case of turning a
9. ARDIELN ............. . ....... ..... .... ..... ... ........ ........ ..... .. . .
deaf ear or no comprendo Ingles. 10. HET DERNSLTHEAN ..... ..... -... -.... ..... · -· -· · · · · · -· · · · ..
Neither are the guards (who are 11. TSAARUI ... .... .......................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
conspicuous by their absence 12. NAFREC .. .. ... .. .... ..... ................... . ·· ····· ·· ·· ·· ····· ··· ··· ·
when you need them) usually wil- 13. ECEEGR ..... ..................... .. ... .... .... ..... ... ......... ....... . .
ling to help - if you have any 14. PANIS ..... ..................... ... .... ............................... .... . .
cl\ance at all you have to find one 16. GRUXOLEUMB .... ..... ........... .. ............ ................... .
before the train stops at the next
··17 GUNRHYA ..... ... .. ... ...... ...... .............. ............... ..
station .
18. LIFADNN ......... . ........................ .. .. ........... .... .... ... ... . .
yo{i will probably find that you
want to travel overnight on at 19. AAMORIN .................................. ..... : ..... ..... ..... ........ .
least one journey (more than any- 20. STEW YMAGERN ................ ... ..... ..... . : ..................... .
thing else it saves a night's money 21. VAAYGOUSLI . ......................................... .... .......... .
on accommodation). If this is the
case then do as the seasoned 'lame ................ .. ...... ... .......... .. ........ ... ................. ...... .. . .
travellers do , find an empty carriage, shut dowp the blinds, <\ddress ... .... ........... ..... ... .. .. ...... -- ........ · ·· · · · ··· ·· -· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · ·
spread out all your belongings and
pretend to be asleep.

The pace of life is slower in the
South of Europe than the North
- and so are the trains. Trains in
the North are generally fast, clean
and efficient. In the South they
are less efficient, dirtier and can
run anything between half an hour
to four hours late. If you are going
to be travelling on a train for any
length of time take your own
supplies of food and water Visas
because the provisions sold on the Although a visa is not reuqired for
trajn . are_ USU?llY . extremely non-Comunist countries, you do
expensive. Equally important is need a visa before you can enter
the trusty toilet-roll which should some Eastern Bloc countries.

···························· ··········· ··· ·· ·· ··················· ·· ·············· ·····

fel. No .. ...................... ..... ................... ... .... ... ................ .
\1atriculation No. ····· ······ ·· ···· ······ ·········· ··· ········ ··············,;:..:.

.Let Sport be
The present England 'B'
cricket tour of south Africa
this winter has revitalised the
controversy over the familiar
claim that ' Politics should not
be allowed to interfere with
the world of sport'. Do I hear
you groan at the prospect of
reading yet another condemnation of politics, as interpreted through the eyes of a
sport-crazed student? No, of
course I don't.

The Rine Club were very
successful in the Scottish Universities Sports Federation
ball (excuse the expression!) more, Smith actually replaced Championships at Perth last
weekend. The team of eight's
around the park for this respective
Gooch at number one! Surely
counties. Gooch helped Essex to a then, if the feeling of anti-apar- performance of 2335 ex 2400
flood ~f cup successes during his theid is sufficiently strong, rather completely dominated the
three-year absence from the inter- than inflicting occasional bans on opposition,_ beating · HeriotWatt, the second team, by 24
points.

Each team member fires 30
shots (ex 300), and all shoote rs
recorded good scores, including
Bill Pollett (292), the captain Don
Drury (292), Donald Mclnto h
(294) , Shirlee Smith (293) and
John E lephant (294) .

Certainly this conflict of opinion within the boundaries of sport
and politics has been well versed
in newspapers and books; on television and radio; in Parliament.
and in the pubs ; and has been the
subject of heated conversation
betw.een
_popularity-seeking
poht1c1ans, and between cricketers of the past who express their
discontent with unrestrained vigour from the comfort of their
armchairs.
Withi n the last 12 months there
have been numerous sporting
events affected by the loaded
question of whether to isolate
South Africa from the world of
sports. Should there be wholesale
support for the anti-apartheid
movement? Or should governments uphold a faith in ·sport
reigning supreme over pohtics?
I will refrain from compiling a
list of such events which can be
associated with the South African
issue; partly because it would be
too
time-consuming;
partly.
because it would undoubtedly
induce
universal
boredom
amongst all Student readers; and
partly because I cannot recall each
and every such event. Still, here
are a few examples: postpon.ement of the New Zealand All
Blacks proposed tour of south
Africa; the West Indies cricket
rebels successfully touring South
Africa; Messrs Gooch and co.
returning after their three-year
exile from international cricket;
the well-publicised Zola Budd
saga; and the present Australian
rebel cricket tour of South Africa
which is in progress even as I
write.

Fiery success

The Edinburgh University Athletics Club performed their good
deed. for the term on Saturday,
runnmg backwards and forwards
across the Forth Road Bridge.
They aimed and succeeded in completing no fewer than 100 crossings
in none-too-easy conditions. As a
reward for their endeavours, £700
was raised for the cause of Malcolm Sergent's cancer fund for
children, and to help with club
expenses for the centenary match
in Dublin this April.

.After the penmultimate detail,
Simon
Riley
and
Tricia
Littlechild , with scores of 295
were tied, along with three others
and were expecting to have to
shoot off for the individ ual medals. However , after an inspired
shoot by David McDonald of
Strathclyde , of 297, in the closing
minutes of the competition, he
won the gold medal outright. The
other places were decided on a
regauge , using consecutive ly
larger shot-hole "plugs" to determine the individual with the
greatest number of central "bulls "
Simon even tually took the bronze.
and Tricia came fifth.
The ladies team ot tour, with a
brilliant score of 779 ex 800, didn 't
allow anyone else a chance and
took the gold . The individual

PRIZE

prizes were a clean sweep for
t;Odinburgh with Tricia (196 ex
200) winning the gold , and Shirlee
just beating Gillian Bell for silver,
again o n a regauge on 195.
t:dinburgh also won the SUSF
League team of eight competition
again this year without losing a
match, although there was one
close shave - a margin of one
point out of 1,600. The ladies also
won , but there were a few more
worrying moments for them!
The Bullet

In bnef

·-1

Ooesn 't all this snow make you
want to ski? Only a few spaces left
on the EU Ski Club holiday to
Switzerland at Easter. Two
weeks: transport, accommodation (full board) , ski pass and
insurance all included in the full
cost of £324. Contact Chris
McGourty on 668 2874 if
interested. Don't be satisfied with
watchi ng Ski Sunday!

Attention all athletes!
Attentio n all potential athletes!
Attention all would-be athletes!
Assemble at KB U
on Sunday
March 2 at about 2 pm to participate in the world famous 10-mile
road run . All welcome . £1.50
entry fee includes an endless supply of sausage rolls and results
sheets. Try and match the
~ynamic Hare and Hounds .

CROSSWORD
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national scene; Essex were
heralded County Champions;
they have triumphed in the John
Player League ; and they have
made frequent visits to Lords in
various cup finals . A trip to Lords
has thus become almost an annual
pilgrimage for all Essex supporters.

There is no doubt that Graham
Gooch is the greatest batsman in
England at the mo ment, as his
seasonal averages have proved.
(apologies to Mr Gower and Mr
So, clearly the problem is not Botham) , so the only team to sufgoing to be resolved through the fer from this ban has been the
policy of ' let time take its course'.
England national side. Essex have
In the last two or three years the clearly benefited from the extra
South African controversy has services of their opening batsman ,
for he was available for every
reached the height of absurdity.
Graham Gooch, Phil Edmonds, county match during the three
Peter Willey and co. were sen- years farce. Gooch himself has
prospered financially through his
tenced to a harsh punishment of a
three-year ban fro m playing cric- dealings with South Africa, and
ket for their country, as a result of , mo re importantly, he has not
their participation in playing and renounced the possibility of
coaching cricket in South Africa repeating such a venture in the
future . So in conclusion to the
during the wint,er months .
'Gooch Fable', nothing has
The severity of this punishment changed as a result of the ban . It is
was presumably to set an example true that a principle has been
to others, but all that it did in fact upheld , but to what end?
achieve was to deprive England of
In my opinion , the banning of a
a potential world-class cricket
team for three long, frustrating sportsman from national events
and barren years. It was virtually will do nothing to help the cause
an England second eleven that of the ·anti-apartheid movement .
were beaten by such humble This is further epitomised by the
opposition as India (and they inconsistency of the Cricketing
were a 'humble' team before the Inquisition (the Spanish Inquisilast World Cup series); held by tion of the 16th century is made to
the novice Sri Lankans; stripped look chaste and lenient in comof the Ashes by their arch rivals in parison to the rigorous methods of
Australia; and annihilated by the ·the cricketing authorities!). At
West Indies in a humiliating 5-0 the time when Gooch was being
ignored , both Chris Smith and
walkover .
Ahin°Lamb were regulars in EngMeanwhile, to the frustration land's batting line-up, and yet
of the ·public at large, Mr Gooch ironically they are both of a South
and Mr Willey were stroking the African nationality. further-

various individuals without regularity , there should be a wholesale
exile of South Africa·n sportsmen
and sportswomen from national
competitions?
But what an upheaval this
would mean! There is a neverending fist of prospective victims:
from cricket such popular characters as Garth Le Roux and Clive
Rice would be affected; Bruce
Grobbelear, Mich D'Avray from
football; Perry Mans from
snooker; Dennis Watson from
golf - and don 't forget innocent .
Miss Zola Budd (who?).
This will never happen, so why
bother to pick on unfortunate
individuals whose guilt is merely·
due to ambition in the sporting
world? Half the people involved
in sport in this day and age .are
probably .ignorant of the actual
meaning of 'politics' . (It is a. rarity
tor a tootball star to boast more
than o ne 0-level!) Politics should
iiot interfere with sport. Cah"you
imagine sport intruding into the
·world of politics? For example to be a member of the Conservative Party one has to be a Dundee
supporter. (If this were true, then
the Conservative Party would be.
struggling to secure a hundred
votes at the next election!) This is
an absurd proposition, but then so
is the arg\.iment that politics
should interfere with sport.

ACROSS
DOWN
I. Tied up with Maugham ·s wordly
I. Deep sounding wind instrument
pleasures? (7)
arriving short ly (7)
· 2. Sage follows chrisl around for wise
3. sum up with this narrow piece of
sayings (6)
land (7)
3. Being chased - or in a race
6. Boil nasty disease with smu1 (8)
8. Number of years traps inside tear perhaps? (2, 2. 3, 3)
4. Tinymentionsofonesaims(2. 10)
gas (5)
5. No two?-q uite the opposite! (7)
9. Point to abstai ner who will give
7. Turn over a pun about Edward (5)
evidence about toast (6. 2)
8. Meel ore around the place - it's
t l. Back of the neck on an African
certainly in a full field! (8. 4)
ape (4)
10. Strife se nds a good pal round !he
12. French born dance has need for
bend (4 . 6)
co urse certificate (10)
13. Parenis aue nd 1he far point (7)
13. Fuckin" hell-il°safamouscrickete r! (4, 6)
14. Dips a toe in . experimentally
perhaps (5)
15. The backmost deer? (4)
16. A foolish person meets editor,
18. A sure rate for a torture (8)
aobut an ill ness t~ at is (7)
20. Sex with a point in a cesspit 17. Attends to beasts in the oven? (6)
way over the top! (8)
21. communist golfe rs aids guided in
the right direction (8)
22. To develop a 1aste. for example
(7)

To conclude, I wili quote The
Cricketer m;igazine: the only
people who gain (rom such
boycotts are the' agitators, who
derive pleasure from seeing 'the
international cricket adminis- Completed solutions, together with your 1181¥ and addftss, shoWd be
trators once again squirming in banded In to the Student oftlces at 48 The Pleasance or put In one of the
the deep and murky waters of red Student boxes around the Unions, by 1 pm on Monday. The sender
of the first correct solution drawn will win £5, and the winner's name will
politics'. (Quite a good similef)
Carl Marston be publlsbed In next week's Studmt.
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Sport

Skiers must thank Marcos

'The superlit competitors set off at the start of the 2km race in the Superteams comeptition.'

Last Sunday saw the
advent of the much-awaited
Superteams
competition.
Eight "lucky" clubs were
allowed to take part after
being vetted by the organisers.
The day started with relay
swimming at the shocking time of
8.30. Last to arrive at the pool
were the organiser and his hungover flatmate cum taxi-driver,
'Trig' Dobie!
Volleyball was the first event at
the Sports ~ntre and allowed the
skiers and windsurfers both res-·
plendent in turquoise shirts and
netball/golf in their tasty pink
tops to show off their team col- _
ours. This event generated more
teani excitement with the
fencers and the Ski Club
emerging as the two round robin
group winners, and the skiers winning the final
Each team had to complete two
lengths of backstroke and four of
breaststroke and six of crawl. The
Ski Club pipped the athletes by
less than 1 second with a time of 4
mins 02 secs to take first place. A
fine swim by anchor man Colin
Band pulled the windsurfers up
into third position.
This was followed by the relay
basketball with each team
member having to score three baskets. Almost predictably, the Ski
Club chalked up their third win of
the morning, closely followed by
Jess Lawlor's windsurfers and
Anne Featherlight's tennis/badminton players.
Next came the six-a-side knockout football which a dazed Pippa
Crosthwaite found lived up to its
name! Third year lawyer/stud/
referee Chas Grant spent most of
his time restraining temperamental tennis player Graeme Stewart
and his vitriolic penalty claims,
while Pete Marr was also very
lucky to escape a trip to the sin-bin
as he hared his way round the
pitch and stormed through his
opponents. His netball/golf team
beat judo and then athletics and
faced the skiers, who had claimed.
the scalps of the fencers and the
windsurfers. In the final, netball/
golf he,lped on by a rattier partisan

'crowd and Pete ' I'm a five-goal
hero' Marr inflicted the first
defeat of the day on the skiers and
deservedly picked up maximum
points.
Informed
sources
have
revealed that Marr went off and
celebrated with his newly
acquired 12-incher - a Diana
Ross record perhaps?
The teams went into lunch with
the skiers enjoying a 7-point cushion ahead of fellow posers the
windsurfers and netball/golf.
The next event was the round
robin squash. Netball/golf continued to 'glory in the slaughter'
with another fine win over squash,
while in the other group the
windsurfers triumphed over Anne
Shirridan's so-called 'rackets'
team. Int the final netball/golf
trounced the skiers and picked up
another valuable 8 points.
Meanwhile down in the Pleasance dungeons all the nonsquash players were taking part in,
the rifle shooting competition.
The athletics team of Tim Rose,
Andy Gow and Alice Brittain
scored almost full points in a
devastating performance and yet
again the skiers were to be deprived of maximum points. In third
place were Nigel Robinson's
karate team and next were their
martial arts 'companions' the judo
team under Pete Armstrong.
The penultimate event was the
run. Team captains had the choice
of either venturing out into the
Arctic environment of Holyrood
Park or doing 'shuttle runs' in the
upper gym. A vote was taken and
· after a 5-3 'draw' in favour of staying inside, organiser Craig 'Marcos' Stewart opted for the run in
the park. Ski's Jim Garland was ·
first to cross the line with a very
impressive run, followed by
windsurfing captain Mark Webber, athletic's Robin Strang and
badminton's Alasdair McMaster.
After computing .all seven team·
members places the Ski Club were first and windsurfers second.
Moving into the final event, the
gym tests, the Ski Club had an
assailable lead of 10112 points.
However, reputations were still at
stake and fierce competition was
expected ·between the windsur-

fers, athletes and netball/golf for
second place. The large and frenetic audience were not be disappointed.
In the bench jumps Ski Club
legs again came into their element
with Roddy Langmuir , Moira
Langmuir and Bill Manson scoring 92, 79 and 88/minute respectively. There were some even
more spectacular performances in
the dreaded press-ups. Karate's
Paddy Morrison notched up a
remarkable 92, while tennis 'hasbeen' Richard Chalmers thrashed
his way up to 86 closely followed
by Pete Armstrong on 85. For the
nine tests the skiers had a cumulative score of 592, followed by
karate's 569, athletics 568 and
judo's 563.
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The windsurfers did just
enough to stave off a valiant bid
by the athletes for second place
overall. Netball/golf, the only
team with a four-women and
Robin Hughes handicap , deserve
a special mention for their highly
commendable fourth place which
included two maximum points.
Jlido , karate, fencing and tennis/badminton should also be congratulated on the fine team spirit
and sportsmanship which they
showed throughout the day.
However, it was the Ski Club
which stole the show, romping
home with an astonishing five victories in eight events, two second
places and one 'disastrous' third.
Alan Chainey, Director of PE,
presented the skiers with the

Superteam's Cup and a bottle of
bubbly - which unfortunate ly
remained unopened as the team
dashed off to watch 'Ski Sunday"!
l would like to thank the sq uad
of organisers who helped me run
the competition so smoothly on
the day and in particular the Rifle
Club and also Jennie Carlton for
her
organisational · help
beforehand and on the day.
l. Ski

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Windsurfing
Athletics
Netball/Golf
Karate
Tennis/Badminton

7. Judo
8. Fencing

64.0 points
43.5 points
41.5 points
40.5 points
36.0 points

31.5 points
29.0 points
20.0 points
Craig Stewart

st. Which way Please?

The big guns of the Scottish
cross-country world assembled in Irvine on Saturday
afternoon, anticipating a real
head to head between · Nat
Muir and the rest of the field
in the 'Nationals' championship

Needless to say, Nat Muir won ,
without undue concern or real
danger. Indeed , Mr Muir's main
threat was from the incompetence
of the official marshals , rather
than any formidable athletic
opposition. The question was:
would he find his way around the
course, or would he be misdirected by mentally disturbed
officials?

Rolf

by Julian Thomas

Nat Muir won with tread to
spare, but for two-and-a-half of
the three laps he was matched
stride for stride by Neil Tennant.
Thrilling stuff! The thrills and
spills began in the first lap , which
was a pure farce: approaching yet
another hill, the leading group of
20 athletes attacked this steep
incline with venom and determi· nation, while the remaining hundredschose to run around the hill!
.Who went the right way? Who
cheated? Nobody could say,
because some silly pillock had collided with a marker-post and neglected to restore it upright in the
ground. (The culprit was probably
one of those incompetent offi-

.dais!)
The leading bunch lost valuable
seconds in running up and down
this unnecessary hill , rejoining the
main field with cries of discontent.
(A tale of woe.) Despite this
detour, Nat Muir recorded a
cracking time of 37 minutes 3 seconds. l am beginning to wonder
whether he is human. Edinburgh
Southern were awarded the team
prize, having been involved in a
heated argument over the design
of their vests! Apparently the
authorities objected to these three
words displayed on the front of
each vest: 'Marshall's Chunky
Chicken!" - Most offensive!
Carl Marston

